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Marine dies in clashes with Shiite militiamen
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - U.S. Marines battled Shiite Moslem militiamen yesterday with tank cannon,
mortar and machine gun (ire in a
daylong series of clashes that killed
one Marine. U.S. fire reportedly killed
a 9-year-old girl and two other civilians.
Three Marines and two schoolchildren were among 29 reported
wounded during the three battles that
broke out at 9:10 a.m. and lasted past
nightfall.
A Marine spokesperson, MaJ. Den-

nis Brooks, said one of two Marines
wounded in an afternoon clash died
while waiting to be evacuated. The
other was flown by helicopter to the
amphibious assault ship Guam off the
Beirut coast.
Two Marines suffered slight injuries in mid-morning clashes with the
militia. They were treated and returned to duty, Brooks said.
The Marine who died was the 259th
American serviceman to die in combat in Lebanon since the Marines
were sent to Beirut in September 1982.

Brooks withheld his name until his killed three civilians, including the
family is notified.
girl, and wounded 22 people, including
Brooks said that in each of the two schoolchildren and one miliclashes, the Marines fired only after tiaman.
they were attacked.
In the Shiite neighborhood of Hay
'"We have no way of knowing what el-Sellum, Amal fighters showed AP
we hit, and what casualties there reporters a blue-green school bus with
were." Brooks said. "We are sorry four large-caliber bullet holes In one
about any civilian casualties, but the side and fresh blood on two of the 12
bottom line is that we are taking fire seats. The boa was carrying children
from the area and we have to defend from the Shiite Ahlieh School In
ourselves."
nearby Bour] el-Barajneh when it was
Spokespersons for Amal, the main hit, the Amal militia said.
Shiite militia group, and hospitals in
Lebanon state radio said one of the
southern Beirut said that Marine fire two Marines Injured in the afternoon

clash had been shot in the chest.
Brooks refused to provide details oi
name any of the injured Marines
Brooks said that in an unrelated
incident, a Marine guarding the U.S.
Embassy in Beirut shot himself in the
foot. He was treated at the American
University Hospital.
Airport officials said four other
Lebanese civilians suffered shrapnel
wounds in shelling that forced suspension of air traffic for two hours in the
morning and one hour in the afternoon.

Passengers and airport workers
scurried to basements and bomb shelters as shells slammed into the airport's parking lot near the gate to the
Marine base, state radio said.
In Damascus, meanwhile, President Reagan's special envoy, Donald
Rumsfeld, and Assistant Secretary, of
State Richard Murphy met twice with
Syrian Foreign Minister Abdul Halim
Khaddam, whose nation backs antigovernment militia forces in Lebanon
and has an estimated 30,000 troops
there.

Ohio GOP endorse
Reagan re-election
by The Associated Press
Ohio Republicans applauded President Reagan's decision to seek reelection, but Democratic candidate
John Glenn said yesterday, Reagan is
vulnerable to criticism on "peace and
war" and the economy.
Rep. Dave Johnson, R-North Canton, said four more years of a Reagan
administration will improve the coun"I just think another four years of
his political views will help the majority of society. I think the country is
better off today than it was four years
ago," Johnson said.
Unfortunately, the poor have suffered from Reagan's economic policies that have helped start the nation
back on the road to economic recovery .Johnson said.
''They (Reagan's economic policies) couldn't benefit everybody;
sosstbody had to suffer. I have to be
sympathetic towards those who have
suffered. But nobody's ever put together a happv medium on this
thing," he said.
Johnson said he would like to see a
second Reagan administration make
"some more conservative steps toward cutting the deficit. It's still a
questionable scary thing."
AS FOR HOW a Reagan-led ticket

Brrrrrrr!

will affect the election fortunes of
Ohio's Republicans, Johnson said he
foresees no significant coattail effect.
Glenn, D Ohio, described Reagan
as "an affable, pleasant man," out
said the president is vulnerable on
"the issue of peace and war, the issue
of the economy and whether it's on a
sound basis for the long-term future."
Glenn asked, "What kind of future
are we setting up for our children? Is
it fair?"
Columbus Mayor Dana Rinehart
said, "I think he's going to trounce the
Democrats like a good speaker trounces hecklers. President Reagan
will just keep on succeeding. He'll
carry Ohio and he will carry Columbus substantially; it doesn't matter
who the opponent is."
The Republican mayor said Reagan
should be able to cash in on economic
improvements. "Obviously, one of the
big issues in the domestic arena, will
be the fact that our so-called misery
index is no longer a misery." he said.
He said that internationally, "What
the president has done over the past
four years with respect to the Middle
East, China and the Soviet Union,
reflects what Americans want to
see."
U.S. Rep. Louis Stokes, D-Ohio,
said, "I think Mr. Reagan will be very
difficult to defeat."

bg news sWKSue Cross

The cold weather was foremost on everyone's mind yesterday as a winter storm
dumped five-and-a-half inches of new snow on the area causing the National
Weather Service to issue a traveler's advisory for last night and today. A student,

bundled against the elements, tries to remove his bike from a frozen bike rack.
According to the weather service, the storm is leaving Ohio, and better weather is on
the way.

Student abducted

Attacks lead to new campus light plans Woman raped in van
by Moric Dl Vlncenzo
slot! reporter

In an attempt to make the campus
area safer at night, University President Paul Olscamp has approved a
two-phase lighting project. •
Olscamp requested that a lighting
audit be conducted because of assaults on and near campus and found
that increased lighting is necessary,
Philip Mason, assistant to the president, said. According to police reports, there have been four alleged
assaults arid one alleged rape reported since the beginning of the 198384 school year. The alleged rape occurred last Thursday near the Psychology Building.
Phase I consists of the installation
or upgrading of 12 lighting projects on

campus, and phase II consists of the
rebuilding of 50 "purity poles" - the
bubble-like lights on poles which line
several sidewalks on campus.
The first phase of the lighting project will begin and be completed
sooner than the second phase because
it is less costly and will take less time
to complete, Mason said.
With Phase I, new, stronger flood
lights will be installed in 12 areas on
campus which are considered to need
more lighting. Dr. Karl Vogt, vice
president of University Operations,
said.
"Phase I (of the lighting project)
will set under way as soon as we can
get the materials, which will be as
soon as possible," Vogt said. "It may
be completed by March."
The department of Public Safety
asked student and faculty groups and

committees what they thought were
the darkest areas of campus and
found these 12 needed extra fighting:
• parking lots N and 14 (between
Memorial Hall and the Student Services Building).
• parking lot K (near Peregrine
• parking lot E (near the smoke
stack on Thurstin Avenue).
• the Commons causeway.
• the area around the Fine Arts
Building.

• the area surrounding WBGU-TV
and the Home Management House.
• the area around the Administration Building.
• the area between the Jerome
Library and the Education Building.
• the University Union Oval.
• the area around Offenhauer Towers. •
With phase II, SO light poles on
campus will be changed and rebuilt
with high pressure sodium flood
lights. Vogt said.

'■Those light poles or purity poles do
not give off much light," and If ap• the area around the Technology proved by the Capitalbudgeting ComBuildng.
mittee and other university
• the area surrounding the Univer- budgeting committees, the second
sity Greenhouse (near the Technology phase of the project will begin in the
summer, Vogt added.
Building and the tennis courts).

An 18-year-old University student jumped out of the vehicle, grabbed
reported she was raped at 7:15 p.m. her and forced her into the van. She
Thursday while jogging on East said she was raped by all of the males,
Merry Street near the Psychology except the driver.
Building, according to Cliff Boutelle,
An hour after her alleged abducdirector of public relations.
tion, the woman was dropped off to
The woman is the same person who the same area where she was picked
reported she was the victim of an up.
attempted rape September 11, at
12:45 a-m. on the east side of Oak
Boutelle said the woman refused
Grove Cemetery. William Bess, direc- medical treatment, but according to
tor of Public Safety, said. An assault Bess the victim said she was treated
unrelated to the attempted rape was at the Health Center the next day.
No description of the suspects or
reported in the same month, hut on
the west side of the cemetery near the details of the case have been obtained,
Bess said.
mausoleum.
The woman told campus police a
blue van heading east on Merry Street
Anyone with information is urged to
stopped, and one of the four male call either Public Safety at 372-2346 or
passengers asked her for directions. Wood County Crime Stoppers at 352Boutelle said another male then 0077.

Winter joggers warned of potential health, safety hazards
by Christopher Brush
wire edilor

People's physical limitations in cold
weather are no different than in hot
weather, but those who jog in cold
weather should be aware of certain
hazards the activity can cause,
according to Dr. Richard Bowers,
director of the Fitness-SporU-Physiology Lab.

The biggest problem for inexALSO, A JOGGER should get as far
perienced runners is overdressing, off the road as possible and should
Bowers said. Usual dress consists of a wear visible clothing, especially at
pair of sweat pants, with nylon wind night, he said.
r
pants; a T-shirt and a sweat shirt,
'We are imposing on the traffic
ideally a turtleneck: a nylon wind la*e and we should be the ones to get
breaker; a hat and gloves.
out of the way," he said.
"When the wind chill is low, 5 degrees and lower, you may want to
Another problem of winter weather
protect the skin," Bowers said. He jogging
is sore throats. Bowers said
suggested using a ski mask to cover most people think the cold air causes
the face or pulling the turtleneck over the problem, but it does not. Instead,
the chin to block out the wind.
the air loses its relative amount of

the bottom line
Where's
the
'kraut?

FREMONT, Ohio (AP) -The Fremont
Sauerkraut Festival will keep its
name, even though kraut is not made
here anymore, business leaders have
decided.
At a recent meeting, public officials
and businessmen discussed ways to
avoid problems that led to a lawsuit to
block last year's festival.
The suit was dismissed, but atten-

dance suffered during last summer's
event, dropping to about half of the
75 090 people who attended in 1982.
"We have a much better feeling
than there's ever been between the
downtown business people and the
festival committee," Donald Harlan,
committee treasurer, said.
The fifth annual festival Is scheduled for July 28-29.

water vapor as It comes into the
mouth. The dryneat causes sore
throats, he said.
"What I do is have a piece of hard
candy in my mouth while running,"
he said.
For people walking, especially
those who nave heart problems, a
surgeon's mask is helpful. The mask
traps moisture and prevents the
breathing of dry air, Bowers said.
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He cautioned runners to be aware of
the temperature and the wind chill.
"If the wind chill gets down to zero, be
careful. If it is » below, wait until
tomorrow or until it warms up," he
said.
When a runner perspires, the temperature may be cold enough to cause
a rapid cooling, increasing the
chances for frostbite, Bowers said.

cover his face with his hands, a turtleneck or a scarf. Bowers added.
Also, he said getting cold feet or
finger tips can be a problem, but It is
less likely to occur.

If a runner's face bums or stings, he
should either get out of the cold or

"I've rarely heard of it happening.
The typical temperature range in tills
area doesn't cause problems," be
said. "When it's cold, the first few
minutes are uncomfortable. Then the
body warms up. It becomes invigorating/'

inside,

weotner

• BG's hockey team sweeps Ohio
State to solidify its #1 national
ranking. Page 7.
• Shut-ins benefit from Wheeled
Meals Inc. Page 8.
Mostly cloudy today with a
chance of snow. High of 26. Low
today near 15.
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editorial

Ronnie and Yuri with Nancy and Tatyana

Vote for your rights
The announcement Sunday by President Reagan concerning his election year plans, has officially started both
parties on the trail to the presidency. For the next ten
months, Americans will be bombarded by every medium
with campaign slogans and promises that make our political
process so unique from the rest of the world.
An interesting feature of this election may be the amount of
attention the candidates pay to college students, especially in
Ohio. Although traditionally an apathetic group (only 20
percent of this age group voted in the last national election),
Ohio college students recently overcame their apathy to help
defeat three state issues which they felt infringed on their
rights. The massive registration drives and the high student
turnout of last year, may indicate a change in student
attitudes and may signal the pollsters and the candidates
that students are now a major political force.
The bottom line, is that students worked to protect thenrights la^ year and should be ready to do the same this year.
The mounting budget deficit means that cuts are going to
have to be made and education may be a popular cut. The
Reagan administration's insistence that cuts in military
spending will not come easy, means that other programs,
especially education, may be hard hit.
But students can send a message to Washington that they
will not tolerate cuts in education without subsequent cuts in
other programs. The elderly have long done this to protect
their interests.
In the 1982 election, more than 78 percent of men and
women over the age of 74 were registered and over 65 percent
voted. By exercising this political clout, politicians think
twice before cutting aid and pensions for the elderly. It is
much easier for them, knowing that only 35 percent of
college-age students voted in the last election, to cut education than to cut social security. They know that the repercussions will be lower and the job security higher, if they cut
education.
But 1984 may start a new beginning for college students, if
they protect their interests by voting. Registration drives are
planned to make it easier for students to get involved. Voting
is a basic right afforded all college students over eighteen
and using that right helps to ensure the continuance of other
rights. By not voting, they just encourage politicians to take
those rights away.

Troops must wait for peace
by Kevin PrendergMt

Along with yesterday's shelling of
the Marine compound in Beirut will
come more pressure on the president
to withdraw the troops from Lebanon.
Policy makers on both sides are beginning to speak out about bringing
the troops home and Reagan seems to
be losing popular support the longer
he leaves them there.
The decision to send the troops
there was by no means popular. Between then and now, 259 of our troops
have been killed and it appears that
the negotiations are no nearer to a
solution then when they started. Furthermore, the report issued by the
Long Commission, citing poor planning and deployment as major reasons why the catastrophe at the
Marine headquarters occurred, Just
adds to the clamor to bring the troops
borne.
But the OJMaW should remain just
that until a solution to the Leoaneeae
problem is found. The many factions
Involved in the fighting have created
a complex problem that has existed
since the founding of the Lebanese
state 40 years ago. The presence of
the Palestinian Liberation Organization in the region and their attacks on
Israel from Lebanon, coupled with
Syrian aggression in the nation,
brought theu.S. into the picture In the
name of protecting an ally and keeping peace in that strategic region.

Secondly, many people believe that
Syria is simply playing a waiting
game until public opinion in this county mandates a withdrawal. Syria has
been the primary block to a peaceful
solution while being one of the more
aggressive parties involved. If the
Syrians were to know that the U.S.
was staying until a solution was
found, they may change their tune.
Withdrawing would be a victory for
the Syrians as well as the other terrorist groups involved. Leaving the fate
of Lebanon to these groups would
allow them to continue their activities
and it would send them a message
that terrorism Is an effective tool to
get what they need. The methods used
by these groups have no place in this
world and withdrawing would lust
encourage these terrorist organizations to continue their use.
The role of our military has become
much like the role of the Dutch boy
with his finger In the dike. If we
withdraw, we will leave Lebanon to
the pack of dogs that has been chewing at that nation for years. The result
could very well be a return to the
scenario that existed before our involvement, with Syria and Israel using Lebanon as a buffer zone to run
attacks on each other. In that sense,
we are no better off. If Israel is
involved, we become involved as well.
Withdrawal will only return the
region to the dangerous situation It
was in before we began our presence.
At least the situation now is somewhat
better, with some dialogue occurring.
The problem there has long historical
and cultural roots that has no easy
solution. But after pledging our presence In the area ana pledging the lives
of over 2S0 U.S. servicemen, we
should stay until the conflict Is resolved. Otherwise, we may be worse
off in the long run.

No matter bow ill-founded the decision was to involve ourselves with
military presence in the area, the fact
Is, we pledged our word aa a nation to
stay until a solution is found and the
administration Is Just itirklng to its
word. If we were to back out before a Prendergast is editorial editor for the
solution were found, our international News and la a senior majoring in
credibility would suffer.
Journalism.
THE BO NEWS
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by Art Buchw.ld

In President Reagan's "I'm Not
Really Mad at the Russians Speech"
last week he ended by saying, "Just
suppose with me for a moment that an
Ivan and an Anya could find themselves, oh say, in a watting room, or
sharing a shelter from the rain or a
storm with a Jim or a Sally. And there
was no language barrier to keep them
from getting acquainted."
"Would they then debate the differences between their respective governments? Or would they find
themselves comparing notes about
their children and what each other did
for a living?... And as they went
their separate ways maybe Anya
would be saying to Ivan, 'wasn't she
nice? She also teaches music' And
Jim would be telling Sally what Ivan
did or didn't like about his boss. They
might have even decided they were
all going to get together for dinner
some evening soon.

Nancy turns to Tatyana. "Do you
have to give a lot of state dinners?"
Tatyana replies, "Every night I
have to give a state dinner. I never
have enough china."
"It seems that's my problem, too.
Who makes your clothes?"
"Oscar of Belorussia. Who makes
yours?"
"Adolpho of New York. Here is a
photo of the latest suit he designed for
me."
"It is very beautiful. But then you
are a beautiful lady ..."
"She's darling, Ronnie."
Ronnie says, "Tell me, Yuri, what
bugs you the most about being president of the U.S.S.R.?"
"The Party bosses. They are always telling me I'm doing something
wrong."

"Isn't that funny? That's what bugs
me the most about being president of
the United States. I don't mind the
opposition. But I sure get mad when
my own people keep telling me I'm
screwing up.
Nancy says to Tatyana, "How do
you get along with your children?"
Tatyana replies, "Don't ask."
Nancy laughs, "Me, too. I guess
well never close the generation gap."
Ronnie says to Yuri, "So what s the
toughest thing about your Job?"
"Balancing the budget, providing
Jobs and keeping the U.S.S.R. No. 1.
"I can't believe it. Here we are,
strangers caught in the storm and we
have the same common problems,
interests and aspirations. How about
the four of us getting together for

dinner sometime and working out a
plan to avoid blowing up the world?"
"I'd like that very much, Ronnie.
Here is my hot line number. Call me
day or night"
"Great. And here's my card. If I'm
not at the White House, try the Camp
David number. We're always there on
weekends."
That night as Ronnie and Nancy are
getting out of their soaking clothes,
Nancy says, "Wasn't she a lovely
person? Did you know she also plays
the balalaika?"
And Ronnie says, "He's a first class
guy. He told me that before he invaded Czechoslovakia in 1968, his real
ambition was to be a movie actor."
Buchwald is a columnist for the Los
Angeles Times Syndicate.

THE EXCITING-CONCIAfllCtg Ttt THE SVSPCHSEFUl SUtWMtktt.

Mr. Reagan's point, I believe, was
that if people got to know each other
one on one, they wouldn't want to go to
war.
While getting Jim and Sally and
Ivan and Anyatogether is a very nice
scenario for peace, I think it's more
important for Ronnie and Nancy and
Yuri and his wife to find themselves
sharing a shelter from the rain or
storm.
"Hi, my name's Ronnie Reagan and
this is my wife Nancy. We're originally from California/'
"My name is Yuri Andropov and
this is my wife Tatyana. We are
hardline Communists. '
"That's neat. We're rock-ribbed
conservative Republicans. What do
you do for a living?"
"I used to be the head of all Secret
Police. Now I am the leader of the
Soviet Union - when I don't have the
flu."
"Hey, how about that Nancy? Yuri
here is the president of a superpower
Just like me. We have a lot in common."

Will. Hf PUSH TUB BUTTON? HAVE PCAC£?WIUt*f DVC "C *££ IT?

Students should decide graduation site
by Steve Zirkel

IF YOU ARE GRADUATING IN
MAY Of 1984 YOU SHOULD READ
THIS ARTICLE. For the past four
years I have looked forward to the
day when I would graduate from
B jwling Green State University in the
traditional one-ceremony fashion. I
view graduation as a day that marks
the end of one of my goals in life, a
day that I can share with friends and
family, a day that I can remember for
the rest of my life. I was looking
forward to graduating in the stadium
with friends I have known for the last
four years and longer. I was looking
forward to having family, relatives
and close friends from back home
attend my graduation. However, due
to the administration's recent graduation proposal, the May graduation
may be drastically changed. Why? I
guess only the administrators that
run this university can answer that
question. But why should the administrators be dealing with the question in
the first place? After all, who Is
graduating, the administrators or the

students? I thought one of the roles of
an administrator was to act and make
decisions based on the views of the
majority? Or to at least ask students
how they feel on certain issues to
obtain a general consensus. I don't
think that is asking too much. I'm
directly refering to the lack of concern some administrators demonstrate toward students. I feel that the
administration sometimes forgets
why they're here and without students, the adminstration would not be
here.

begin at 3:30 p.m. Let's suppose the
first ceremony lasts until 10:30 a.m.
which does not include the time it will
take for 4,000 people to leave the
arena and say their good-byes to
friends. Suppose that takes at least
one hour. Now the time is 11:30 a.m.

Let's look at the graduation proposal handed down from the administration. First of all, due to the lack of
seating in Anderson Arena, all graduating seniors must limit the number
of guests to four. I personally have at
least 12 people that have already
planned to attend my graduation.
Maybe we can set up a "big screen"
T.V. In the Union for the people that
will be unable to attend the ceremony
which involves their loved ones. Next,
the administration proposed three
different ceremonies spaced out over
the day of May 12th. The first of these
ceremonies will being at 8:30 a.m. the
next at 12:15 p.m. and the last one will

The results: CHAOS! This same result would also occur after trie 12:15
ceremony. Due to the three ceremonies, there will be three different
commencement speakers. Each
speaker will be one of the faculty
members of the specific college graduating. What ever happened to the
?ood old days when one speaker
someone everybody would know)
would speak at one ceremony? Are
these days lost forever? Besides the
fact that I disagree with the idea of

What if the people for the 12:15 p.m.
ceremony decide to arrive one nour
early to secure a good seat? That
means there will be 4,000 people leaving the arena while another 4,000
people are trying to enter the arena.

splitting up commencements, I also
wonder who decided to split up commencements and why it was decided.

Were the graduating students ever
asked how they felt on the subject »r
did the adniiiustration decide (whitn
Is usually the case) for the students?
One graduation at Doyt L. Perry
Field on May 12th would mean graduating students could bring an unlimited amount of guests, would be able
to see their friends graduate without
having to attend two other ceremonies, and not be rushed in and out of
the ceremonies as would be the case if
the ceremonies were held in Anderson
Arena. By splitting up commencements you are splitting up a University that should remain as one. The
majority of the seniors I have spoken
with favor one commencement outside and do not mind taking a chance
with the weather. I feel it's about time
the administration listens to the students of this campus and stops making decision without input from the
students. After all, the administration
would not exist if the students were
not here. The a(lministration should
be thankful the students -re here and
should make every effort to aeek
student views on campus Issues.
Steve Zirkel is the Academic Affairs
Coordinator for Undergraduate Student Government

Exchange student comments from France
drinks, bottled water, or wine. Some
sacrifice! We also learned that gawkLiving and studying in France has ing open-mouthed like a tourist at
proved to be very interesting for the every store window, famous monstudents of the University's AYA ument, orpunk rocker has its conse(Academic Year Abroad) France
Juences. Those who stepped in "caca
Program. Adjusting to the cultural
e chien" (or in other words, doggie
differences can be both frustrating duty) learned to be prudent and to
and amusing at the same time. The keen their eyes on the sidewalks.
group spent the first month. SeptemAfter Paris for a month, we moved
ber, in Paris taking a French civiliza- to the town of Tours about 250 kilometion course at the Sorbonne and sight- ters southwest of Paris. Here, the
seeing, of course. Some of the hardest group studies at the Institute de Touthings to adjust to were: the people, raine, a language school for foreignthe currency (francs), the language ers. We are presently living with
(actually using French to commu- French families and are getting a real
nicate instead of using it for a grade taste of the French way of life... and
was a rude awakening for some of of the French cuisine. We've also
us), the toilet paper (not being too
absorbent, we later found that it Clear Views
makes good stationery), the metro
(and the weirdos that ride on it), and
watching J.R. speak French on "Dallas." Since saccharin is "intercut"
(forbidden) In France, we've had to
adjust to drinking either sugared soft-

hy Bovrly Koch

-'respondLettera to the Editor should not
be longer than 200 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject tetters or portions of tetters
that are In bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.

discovered the freedom of traveling.
The group director, Steve Loomis, has
organized several group excursions
into the surrounding countryside to
see the castles of the Loire River
Valley, to tour the wine cellars of
Vouvry, and a larger group excursion
to Brittany to see Mont St/Michel and
the conaire town, St. Mais. In addition to these excusions, we have vacation time with which we can travel.
Most of us have become pretty well
adjusted to the French way of life, so
much so that leaving may be quite
difficult The States are home, but
well miss a lot of things; for instance,
the caloric French pastry shops, or
the leisurely times spent In the side-

walk cafes. And we'll miss the French
custom of greeting each other with a
kiss on each cheek, or merely seeing
the stereotypical little old French
men who wear berets and carry their
baguettes (French bread) under their
arms. Most of all, we'll miss our new
families and friends we've made.
People, we've discovered, in spite of
different customs and different languages, are much the same everywhere, and the French are some of
the best we've encountered. Tbeir
little doggies are another story...
Koch is a sophomore from Hartville,
(Mo and is involved In the student
exchange program.

by T. Downing and T. Cleary
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Shut-ins given meals
by Greg Thomas
reporter

Eighty-two-year-old Marie Thompson awaits her daily guests. The table
is set simply, yet with an orderly
neatness. Two unlit candles sit in the
table's center. She smooths her dark
blue dress and waits for the door bell
to ring.
She checks the clock, leaning closely to make out the time. Finally, her
dependable friends arrive with a prepared meal.
Wheeled Meals Inc., a community
volunteer organization, helps nearly
30 area shut-ins.
After approaching Wood County
Hospital with their idea, the organization has provided a hot lunch and
supplies for breakfast and dinner to
citizens such as Thompson, for 13
years.
Thompson, whose eyes "don't work
as good as they used to," is one of the
shut-ins who subscribes to the
Wheeled Meals service.
Not being able to shop for herself,
Thompson praises the volunteer organization.

Mr*. N. William Eaaterly

bg nows staft/James Youll

"THIS PROGRAM HAS just helped
me tremendously," Thompson said.
"The volunteers are simpjv wonderful. They're dependable. Their deliveries help me, and others I know,
maintain a sense of independence.
They're just angels."
For $12.50 a week, Wheeled Meals
Inc. delivers meals prepared by Wood
County Hospital to those unable to
shop or prepare their meals due to
handicaps.

-dateline-

Mike Miesle, Wood County Hospital
assistant administrator, said the
meals are prepared by the hospital
kitchen staff after in-patient meals
have been served. Miesle said the
hospital charges Wheeled Meals for
the cost of the food and its preparation.
"This is done purely as a community service," Miesle said. "No
money is made by Wood County Hospital/'
Miesle said, "Wheeled Meals helps
to keep these people home, instead of
in the nospital."
Miesle added that the benefit
Wheeled Meals subscribers receive,
is not just nutritional.
"Many of these people are hungry
for conversation, not just food," he
said.
Miesle pointed out that for many
shut-ins the daily arrival of the
Wheeled Meals volunteer is their only
contact with the outside world.
Joseph Speck, Wood County Hospital Food Services administrator, said,
' "The meals are prepared just as if the
Wheeled Meals recipients were staying in the hospital. We make their
food just like their physicians order."
Addie Brandt, volunteer organizer
for Wheeled Meals, Inc., stated government assistance is not received by
Wheeled Meals, Inc.
"We don't want any government
help. Once the government gets their
hands in it, the red tape comes right
behind them. We're volunteers trying
to get a job done. We all have our own
jobs ana do this on our spare time. We
can't afford governmental red tape,"
Brandt said.

Janugry 31,1984
Educational Research Colloquium The first of a monthly colloquium
series focusing on College of Education research projects will be held
from 1:15-2:30 p.m. in room 214 of the
Education Building. Open to all.
SRC Select-a Sport - The Student
Recreation Center will sponsor crosscountry skiing. Free and open to all.

Avoid capital
gains tax.
Support the
American Heart
Association.
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Advanced Library Research Seminar - Sociology research will be the
first of six seminars discussed from
4:15-5:30p.m. in room 126 of Jerome
Library. Open to all registered participants. Registration forms may be
picked up at the Jerome Library,
departmental offices, Graduate ColBy supporting the American
lege, and Graduate Student Senate.
Heart Association you may:
Environmental Interest Group The Environmental Interest Group
will meet in 102 Business Administration Building at 8 p.m. Open to all.
Writers Wanted -"Miscellany"
Magazine would like writers for its
Spring edition. Informal meeting at
7:30 p.m. in 306 Hanna Hall.

avoid capital gains tax on appreci
ated securities or'other property
reduce current and future income
taxes
provide a lifetime income for your
self or beneficiaries
avoid probate and publicity
maximize new estate tax savings
It may pay you to inquire about
the American Heart Association's
Planned Giving Program by contacting your local American Heart
Association

Dateline, a daily service of the
News, lists dates and times of\
campus events. Submissions by
all organizations are welcome and
must be turned in
American Heart
typed and double spaced one week
Association
<•
prior to the event.
WEflE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

I COUPONI

RIDGE MANOR APTS.
519 Ridge Street
2 Bedroom
furnished townhouse

2 man rate - $375/mo & gas
3 man rate $405/mo & gas
4 man rate $450/mo & gas
CALL 352-0717
,lll
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on any of our merchandise
Good until Feb. 14th

531 RIDGE ST.
■■

352-8333

With this coupon
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SUPER
J PRICES
N FILM DEVELOPING
12 exp. $2.79 20-24 exp. $4.89
15 exp. $3.49 36 exp. $7.29

354-3977

325 E. Wooster
across from Taco Bell)

THEY SHOOT
SENIORS.
DON'T THEY?
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Here's a test you can actually relax for. First,
7b enter, print the number of the country next to
pour yourself a relaxing cup of General Foods* the can of General Rsods* International Coffees
International Coffees. Then match the six rich whose flavor was Inspired by that country.
WaU IN* tntk. a. It* O.F.I.C TMM 01 Euroy* l«MrttilM
coffee flavors above with the five countries of
O.—n-inl IS P.O •« eat*. WaMwarl. CT HW UM
Europe that inspired them. And if
your answers are right, you could be
$5000 richer. Plus one winner from
c«ysuK/I»your school will receive a $10 gift
certificate to the college bookstore.

SENIOR YEARBOOK PORTRAITS

Oanaral Foods* International Coffaas Swaapatakaa Official Rula*
1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 2. Toenter complete this ad or a3' r ST plain piece ol paper with you'hand pnnledname address. Zip code and the name olyouf collecp
When uuni the id « entry, handprint the answers to the sii questions m the spaces provided, "hen using a 3"a 5" entry, hind prim the SII General Foods Iniarnabonal
Collees HUMS m • list on ■ squrjlt 3" < 5" plem owe ol paper and ne<l to each indicate the European country Ihat inspired il by hand printmi the numb* al inn
cavalry i map MM ma entue completed ad or other entry to OFIC Task, ol two*. Iwii.itaiet PifarWiM 121. P.O. In MM. aestaofl. CT 0Mt7-MM Each
entry nut Delude eflher or* prcofotpurcraM ol General Foods ertemational Cokes (The 'cup atth letters GFH7 cut from the plastic lid) or the words "General Foods
htttiWronal Coasts Come in 6 Flavors" handennted on a teoara'e 3" 15" plan piece ol paper I Enter as olten as you ate tut each entry must be mailed separately
Entries rrustM revived by tear* 17,1JM. Not rnoonsii*^
4 One
Grand Pros ol »5"O0 and 1/7 Second Pnres consisting ol i IT0 gift certificate to each «the 177 partjopaono, conego Bookstores ml be awarded Wtinars win be
determined by random drawing on or about Man* a. MM from among all correct entries received by Promotional Marketing Corporation an avjependtnt NOono.
OTaiwehon whose decisions an anal. Odds ol winning w* be dettrmmed by the number ol correct entries reewved There is a law ol one prut per person and one

Second Pn« pec college Pwesmayncabesubslituled VWHnrto* tict*H&W*wsw*lbt Kt,Ml,, w„^K<^ „,,**£,, m,*^,, #«„*„, ft,
entry or have tuntshed a pr.iper forwarding address to sweepstakes headquarters (PMC 65 Jesup Road. Westpon. CT 06MOI S. 'inanoiittti is open to reosierad
college siu0eni.u8 years«age or oidraio*tmpat«igMieoei in list US eit^
advertising and production agencies, and Promotional Marketing Corporation Void wherever prohionad or restncled hy law All Fader* Slate and tocijiais and
reguiatons aopiy ta>es art the sole rtaponsictMy «the winners Winners may be reouiitd to son an Mrajavit ol FJajorMy ano Publicity Heiease I. Tg obtain the name rji
the Gram Prue winner, sand a sumperl sen addressed tnaakne to GFIC Winner Last. P.O Bw 292S Saugatuct Station Wtstpon. CT 013080 by March 17 IM4
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MAKE YOUR
AT
APPOINTMENT
310 STUDENT SERVICES
STARTING FEB. 6 372-0086

Th« KEY. It's YOU.
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Sculptors create art
"I don't believe that you
should separate leather
from wire, clay from wood,
or computers from
The continuous roar of stone... but you have to
the air purifying system separate each technique in
falls silent as the walls order to teach, in that way
shake with the sound of a sculpture becomes acapassing train.
demic," Coleman said of
"Sometimes in the sum- his classes.
mer when we have the
The students follow Coledoors opened it seems like man's instructions as they
the train is coming right carry 50 pound bags of red
through the building," Ron clay across the room,
Coleman, a sculpture tes>- place a huge metal bucket
cher at the Art Annex under the folding hook of a
giant mixer and pour dry
Building, said.
Walking into the sculp- clay and water until a corture section of the Art An- rect consistency is
nex Building, the sights reached.
and sounds of creativity
Coleman's students
are apparent. Saws, vices, range from freshmen to
kilns, sculptures and graduate students, but he
blocks of wood and stone expects one thing from all
surround tables and chairs of them.
"ill teach what I can
located in the center of the
room. Students pound wet teach; they have to do the
clay, chisel marble and rest," Coleman said. "I
bend copper wire.
believe that a fine creative
by Shally Trusty

reporter

Plays In restaurant

Harpist invests in music

artist has to have dirty
hands."
Often the more advanced
students will have class at
the same time as the beginning students. Kevin
Plotner, a Sculpture 261
student, said he enjoys this
concept.

by Carol Porter
reporter

On Friday and Saturday
nights, Anne Morse loads
her 75-pound harp into her
station wagon and drives
to Findlay to play for the
dinner crowd at the Imperial House restaurant.
"It's really not very hard
to move a harp because the
weight is balanced and
that makes it seem much
lighter," Morse, a junior
music performance major,'
said.

"Usually they don't have
enough people In the upper
levels to have their own
class, so they will meet at
the same time as the beginners do," he said. "They
learn from us, we learn
from them, and we exchange ideas."
Cheryl Sheppard, graduate student, said sculpture deals with "the
concept of ambiguous
space. Sculpture is different from the type of space
in two-dimensional work.
Sculpture deals with tactile space."

Besides being one of two
regular harpists for the
University orchestra,
Morse takes classes, gives
individual lessons, takes
lessons, performs and teaches the troubadour harp
class, (a specific type «
smaller harp,) at the University.
Morse's own harp lessons began at age nine in
her hometown of Fort
Wayne, Ind.

fp American Heart Association

"I was not one of those
people who says, 'Oh,
that's what I always
wanted to play,' " Morse
said. "My mom is a harpist She told me the harp is

" f'U*E'S*-D*A*Yf
s
ADULTS 2.99

RUSH)

A Chopped Steak or Filet of Fish Dinner with Boked Potato, Warm
Roll with Butler and the World's Biggest, Best Salad Buffet, or...
Enpy a Ribeye Steak Dinner Complete for just $3.59

4-9 P.M.

835 High St. - ftentel Office
Located at Maw Charrywood Homlth Spa

"A NIGHT
AT
THE MOVIES"!
7:30-9:30
TONIGHT

P0NBES8H

Phone 332-9378
9:00 - 4:30 Monday - Friday

1 st house old
Fraternity Row
Next to Rodqers

.W.

Anne Morse

Leasing For Fall 1984
Preferred Properties Co.

AE* U

CHILDREN .99
Hamburger or Hot Dog with Choice of Potato
and Pudding or Gelatin

1544E. WooslerSt.

a wonderful instrument, harp up to $20,000 for a
and she gave me lessons large, gilded harp."
• • A lot of people have the
for six years."
preconceived idea that if
IN JUNIOR HIGH, you own a harp, you're
Morse played with the Fort rich, "she said. "Usually
Wayne All-City Youth Or- what that means is that
chestra. She and her you're very poor because
mother played for the Elk- you spent your life savings
hart Symphony when it on that instrument."
needed a harpist.
Morse said many stuDuring her years at Fort dents in her University
Wayne Concordia High harp classes are not music
School, Morse made a majors.
weekly two-hour drive to
Ball State University for
"The class is usually ofher harp lessons.
fered as an option for music education majors,"
"I spent my three sum- Morse said, "but I have
mers in high school at the found that I have far more
Interlachen Music Camp in people not in music at all
Michigan. Interlachen is a who take the class because
national music camp, and they think it looks interestthat is where I got most of ing."
my orchestra experience,"
Morse said.
"When I have a lot of
non-music majors, the
She also spent two sum- class functions more as a
mers at Interlachen as a semester of beginning
faculty assistant teaching harp lessons. I start at
young children how to play square one," she said.
the harp.
Morse plans to graduate
"Buying a harp requires in May 1965 and said she
an investment similar to would like to be a freelance
that of buying a car," harpist teaching private
Morse said. "It can range students and playing in an
from $5,000 for a small orchestra.

Apartment Complexes

Features:

Haven House
Ptedmont-ath & High St.
■Irchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Small Mags. - Manvllla between
6th a 7th St.

2 bedroom carpeted «• furnished
Got Meat - pas cooking
(Landlord pay* gas)
Laundry areas In each building
■aildonti Bay only llghtt
Let* of closet space
1 1/2 both

. .

r.#—' A

i |

Special Features

residents will be granted membership to Health Spa. A naw facility
which ho* been built & feature* the following:

PAGLIAI'S

* Sun Lamp*
* Shower ma*«age
* Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

* Hydro Spa Whirlpool
* Indoor Heated Pool
* Metoa Sauna

Other Rentals
Houses, efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

Shopping

]
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EAST

SOUTH

440 E. Court 945 S. Main
352-1596
352-7571

, ■ tin

You work hard all
your life and what
do you get?
Well, depending
on where you work,
you could get cancer.
Asbestos has been
proven to cause
cancer. Certain toxic
chemicals like formaldehyde and freon
are being investigated. If you've
worked with radioactive particles or even
worked near them,
your risk is greater.
And even if you've
worked nowhere
hazardous, it
wouldn't hurt to get
a checkup. Because
the tncafcatt of
cancer after the age
of 43 to SO increases
rapidly.
Over the next
several years the
American Cancer
Society will be conducting more research
into certain lifestyles
and exposures which
could increase cancer
mortality.
So know the
risks.
Don't smoke.

BEST BUY
IN SIGHT!
Energize your hair
with a designer perm

student Price
$35 wfcut

352-2107

COHAN'S
Stadium Plata, 161* E. Wootter. B.C.
»e»e»aat

Winter Sweater Clearance

MlrM t I tUI U *S\

$

ut«u> vtsm>.u

88

1/2 price
or less
II Fall Winter Merchandise
reduced 40-50%
Open Tues. Eve. 'till 9:00 p.m.

complete with frames

Ow every say low pnen lor toe quality eye
claim wiiti Icnati to your pmemioa. your ckotct
of owr lOOOcwncst fashion frame*, aad BV moM
mmcuow. profnaaaal fatm* and tcrvicc yo»
cm toy aaywhtfs. at any price Only ptautc.
nand.ovtnueotc

'f^N 536-3701
. EfccatttMl Camr

3550 Secor Rd.
Suite 201
Toledo, Ohio
nit mruuiiM
IHCUUSHSHKf III)
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525 Ridge St.
a»mue.,

ITU

i%

352-1504

HOURS: MONDAY-WEDNESDAY: 11:00 AM - 2:30 AM
TUESDAY-SATURDAY: 11:00 AM - 3:00 AM
SUNDAY: NOON - 2:30 AM

MYLES' PIZZA PUB
516 E. WOOSTER

DL Ponder P4
•mv.

88

29 S49

ENTIRE STOCK
Crews, Fair Isler., Henleys,
Novelties, Cardigans - Vests
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Seniors inform high schools on college life
by Lesley Sprlgg
reporter

One way to get high
school students interested
in attending the University, is to let them talk
openly to current college
students. So, while most
University students were
relaxing over winter
break, many College of
Education students went
back to high school.
"They were so curious.

about everything; course
loads, being a freshman,
dorms, food, and even the
night life," Heather
Henne, a senior elementary education and learning behavior disorders
major, said after visiting
Napoleon High School.
About 200 education students, chosen on the basis
of their high grades, personality and activities, visited their home high

schools as temporary recruiters to inform high
school students about the
University and its College
of Education.
"I remember being in
high school and not knowing much about college. I
can see now, how much
I've grown up. Everyone
was very receptive and I
was treated as a professional," said Kim Ecker, a
senior special education
major, who visited Forest

what it was like to live in a
dorm with someone you
didn't know and be so far
away from home," Ecker
said.
Brenda Blamble, a senior English major went
to Brunswick High School,
near Cleveland.
"I expected more academic questions. But they
wanted to know what we do
on the weekends," Blamble said.
"I don't think high school

Park High School In Cincinnati.
A RECRUITMENT
PROGRAM of this type
has never been done on
such a large scale at the
University. Many volunteer recruiters were given
the opportunity to speak to
classes of juniors and seniors, while others talked
with students individually
during their study hall.
"They wanted to know

students would ask a 40year-old college representative or guidance counselor the questions they
asked us. I feel that they
could relate to me. They
were Interested in knowing
what was really going on.
It went really well," Ecker
said.
The high school students
were concerned about the
difficulty of college course
work and how much
harder it is than high

school, said Sue Rahrig, a
hearing impaired/elementary education major, after visiting Delphos St.
John's High School in Delphos.
THE PROGRAM,
planned by Debbie Kortokrax-Clark, coordinator of
recruitment for the College
of Education, rewarded
the volunteers with a certificate of appreciation and
a letter of thanks from
Dean Sandra Packard.

"The primary purpose
was to present a positive
image of the University
and the College of Education. We sent our top students out," KortokraxClark said. The program
also aimed to show high
school students that people
who choose education as a
major are well-spoken, intelligent students, counter
to many recent reports
downgrading teacher education programs.

Will accept Soviet offers to reopen nuclear arms talks, US says
WASHINGTON (AP) U.S. negotiator Edward
Rowny said yesterday the
United States would consider any serious Soviet
proposals, including curbs
on new U.S. nuclear missiles in Europe, in an effort
to work out a strategic
arms control agreement.
After a half-hour meeting with President Reagan, Rowny told reporters
he has a number of U.S.
approaches or "tradeoffs" to present if the Soviets agree to resume discussions in Geneva,
Switzerland.
"It's in their interest to
come back," Rowny said.
"We are now in a position,
when we return to the ta-

ble, to make a breakthrough."
Negotiations to curb medium-range missiles in Europe and separate talks on
controlling intercontinental nuclear weapons are
stalemated. The Soviets
disrupted both discussions
to protest the installation
of U.S. Pershing 2 missiles
in West Germany and
cruise missiles in Britain.
"We have some concrete
proposals on trade-offs,"
Rowny said.
Rowny was unwilling to
predict whether the Soviets would agree to fix a
date for another round of
the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks.
"There are all kinds of

March
Dimes
SAVES BABIES

signals coming out." said
Rowny, who heads the U.S.
delegation to the START
talks.
ROWNY SAID Reagan
agreed that a settlement
might be based on trimming the U.S. lead in some
weapons if the Soviets
gave ground on others.
For instance, the U.S.
negotiator said, "we believe our advantages in
bombers and cruise missiles can be traded-off for
their advantages in ballistic missiles."
In the past, the United
States has resisted Soviet

nuclear tests will be announced only when they
are considered "significant"
He said the criteria were
the importance of the test
and the effect on the area
surrounding the Nevada
test site near Las Vegas.
A White House official,
who spoke only on condition that he not be identified, said the decision was
based on "growing concern over site security,
heightened by partially
successful attempts by

efforts to include European-based missiles in the
START discussions. But
Rowny said that "if the
Soviets sav they want to
talk and they begin bringing up other issues, we're
going to listen to any proposal they have."
The White House meeting followed Reagan's announcement Sunday night
he was seeking re-election.
Rowny denied there was a
political motive in the timing of Rsagan's focus on
arms-reduction talks.
In another development,
White House spokesperson
Larry Speakes said VS.

Soviet-American
agreements permit only
underground nuclear tests
and limit them to ISO kllotons. For several years,
U.S. tests were disclosed to
the public.
Until now. the Reagan
administration has refrained from making new
proposals aimed at wooing
the Soviets back to Geneva. But, in a statement,

LATIN
STUDENT UNION
Organizational Meeting
f ues., Jan. 31
7:00 p.m.

Nondenominational
BIBLE TEACHING

BOWLING

GREEN, JR. HIGH
SCHOOL
215 W. Wooster St., Bowling Green
(please use S. Grove St. entrance)
Each WEDNESDAY 7:30 p.m.
January 25 thru February 29

HELP FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS

anti-nuclear groups to penetrate the test site."

* Planning for Spring Semester

* Latin Awareness Week
All interested students welcome!
Refreshments
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT LOUNGE
16 WILLIAMS HALL

EVERYONE WELCOME

Rowny said Reagan
agreed that "we are now in
a position, when we return
to the table...."

putting all issues on the
table at once could improve prospects for a
tradeoff

Critics of the U.S. strategy of keeping the European missile talks
separate from those on intercontinental weapons
say that merging the two
sets of negotiations and

Three arms control experts, two Americans and
one West German, said
yesterday the mediumrange and strategic arms
talks should have been
merged in the first place.

FRAZEE AVENUE
APARTMENTS
624, 656, 670
Frazee Avenue
2 bedroom furnished
apartments
Upper Units $450/mo & elec
Basement Units 400/mo & elec
CALL 352-0717

ANGEL FLIGHT
ALL GIRLS WELCOME
Information Nights
TONIGHT 7:30 p.m.
Thurs. Feb. 2 7:30 p.m.
Memorial Hall
k service organization lor
helping people
For more information call
ram 372-3501

Undergraduate
Student Government
a
405 Student Services
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
419-372-0324

The Undergraduate Student Government (USG), would appreciate
your comments, concerning any problems, or issues, that you
would like USG to address. Please use this form to make your
comments and return the form to USG via your campus mailbox.
PHONE:

NAME:

ADDRESS:

FALL 1984
WE HAVE WHAT
YOU'RE LOOKING FOR!
* Whole Houses

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
IN

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

* Apartments in Houses
1,2,3 Bedroom

EFFICIENCIES
Furnished & Unfurnished

* APARTMENT COMPLEXES
Frazee, E. Merry, Ridge Manor,
Field Manor, 8th St, Willow House

CALL 352-0717
GREENBRIAR INC.

ACCOUNTING
PUBLIC RELATIONS
AND
STUDENT WELFARE
APPLY IN 405 STUDENT SERVICES
OR CALL 372-0324
_
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Court rules redistricting plan needs revisions
COLUMBUS (AP) - A
three-judge federal court
panel yesterday overturned Ohio's congressional redistricting plan,
saying it failed to meet the
"equal representation"
standard of the Constitution.
The U.S. District Court
rid sent the matter back
the legislature to prepare a revised plan within
5days.

Opponents of the plan,
which was drawn up as a
result of the 1910 census,
had argued that the newly
drawn -districts had unequal numbers' of residents.
"In the event that a plan
is not fowarded to this
court (or analysis and consideration within 45 days of
the date of this order, further action will be taken by
the court," the 33-page decision said.

The court said the legislature may extend the Feb.
23 deadline for filing petitions for candidacy for

goal or policy. Defendants
nave failed to make the
requisite showing, in this
case."

decision noted that
while the legislature's plan
had population variances
which probably were acceptable under U.S. Supreme Court guidelines
such variances must be
shown, by the defendants,
to be the result of the pursuit of some legitimate

CITING EARLIER Supreme Court rulings involving other states, the
U.S. District Court panel
said it is permissible for a
redistricting plan to seek
to preserve such things as
"communities of interest"
and "minority representation."

Judges Joseph Kinnearv, Robert Duncan and
Nathaniel Jones noted that
the Ohio plan sought to
preserve the state s 9th
and 11th Districts which
are held, respectively, by
Democratic Reps. Marcy
Kaptur of Toledo and Dennis Eckart of Mentor.
The court said "the defendants (Gov. Richard
Celeste and legislative
leaders, among others)
have not even indicated to

the court what communities of interest they
sought to preserve in Districts 11 and 9, much less
what interests were being
protected with respect to
other districts."
"There has been no evidence presented that the
deviations in any district's
population was causally
related to a policy of preservation of community interests," the decision said.
The legislature drew the

districts as a result of population shifts reflected in
the 1990 Census. Those
shifts resulted in the loss of
two of the state's 23 seats
in Congress.
The new districts were
fashioned by compromise
after a political stand off in
the legislature, which the
court noted.
Referring to the compromise, the court said it recognized "that no one was
completely enamored

(with it)."
But the court said that if
the legislature had-"exercised the good faith effort
to achieve population
equality required by the
Supreme Court, it would
have been able to come
significantly closer to the
goal than it did."
The suit was filed by
Gary Starr and Cleveland
area citizens against th<
governor and other stab
and legislative officials.

Nuclear waste disposal for Midwest

Veterans bill passed

Ohio may join regional waste group

WASHINGTON (AP) Military veterans suffering from certain diseases
presumably related to exposure to the herbicide
Agent Orange during Vietnam service or radiation
from open-air atomic tests
would be eligible for temporary compensation under a bill given House
passage yesterday.

COLUMBUS (AP) - Facing a July 1 deadline, the
Senate Finance Committee
opens hearings today on a
bill to authorise Ohio's
membership in a regional
plan for disposing of lowlevel nuclear waste.
The measure, sponsored
by Rep. John Thompson,
D-Cleveland, easily
cleared the House last
June.
If enacted, Ohio would
K Michigan, Indiana,
a, Minnesota, Missouri
and Illinois in ratifying the

Midwest Interstate Compact on Low-Level Radioactive Waste.
The agreement provides
for creation of a commission which, unless one
member volunteers, would
select a state in which a
regional disposal facility
would be located.
Low-level waste includes contaminated filters and clothing from
nuclear power plants,
waste from nuclear medicine and industrial production. It does not Include
highly-radioactive spent

fuel rods from nuclear
power plants.
There are only three disposal sites in the nation.
Beginning Jan. 1,1986, federal law requires each
state to be responsible for
the waste it generates.
States may join regional
compacts, establish their
own disposal site or stop
production of the material.
Thompson said Ohio is
running out of time.
"THE DEADLINE for
joining is July 1,1984. After
that date, Ohio would have

to petition the other members to join," he said.
"I will urge my colleagues in the Senate to
adopt this legislation as
soon as possible in order to
bring Ohio in on the ground
floor of an issue of major
importance to all
Ohioans," Thompson said.
Backers said a regional
approach would be the
safest and most economical way of solving the disposal problem. Along with
Ohio, Nebraska and Wisconsin are eligible to join.
Illinois became a mem-

ber in December, but legislators made some changes
in the compact with which
Ohio and other states may
not agree. They added provisions making all states
liable for accidents or mismanagement at any site
within the compact region
and requiring the disposal
sites to rotate among
states every 20 years.
The nuclear compact bill
is one of many on which
House and Senate committees will hold hearings this
week.

Diagnostic kits available
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ATHENS, Ohio (AP) Diagnostic kits capable of
sharply reducing the
amount of time needed to
identify infectious diseases, will be produced by
a new Athens company, it
was announced yesterday.
The new procedure allows for an accurate diagnosis to be made in 30 to 90
minutes. Previously, such
a diagnosis has taken up to

five days. According to researchers, diagnosis has
been achieved for infections ranging from strep
throat to herpes.
Based on gene-splicing
or recombinant genetic
techniques, the kits will
contain genetic probes that
identify diseases by combining with genetic
material taken from throat
swabs and other samples.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
SPRING 1984
NEW! FREE! DROP-IN FITNESS PROGRAM
(NO FEE AND NO PRE-REGISTRATION)
SESSIONS BEGIN FEB. 6

Diagnostic Hybrids Inc.,
which will manufacture
the kits and look for further applications of the
new techology. next month
will move into Ohio University's Innovation Center, an on-campus facility
for new, high-tech companies.
"This new technology
will revolutionize medical
diagnosis of infectious diseases and lead not only to
improved patient care, but
greatly reduced costs."
Dr. Wilfred Konneker, director of the Innovation
Center, said.

Agent Orange was used
to defoliate areas in Vietnam and many veterans
have blamed it for various
health problems.
The study will look for
possible health problems,
postwar traumatic stress
and veterans' views on

.Deadline: Friday,
February 10th
106 University Hall
(limited number available)
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Cross country skiing
Bicycling
Racquetball

United Vfey
People Helping People

The Honors Student Association
presents the 2nd annual raffle
for the cash equivalent of one
semester's, in-state, undergraduate
tuition, plus three ($50) book
scholarships.
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Platform Tennis
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The estimated 230,000
veterans who were exposed to radiation either
because they witnessed
open-air atomic tests in
the 1940s and '50s or served
as occupation troops in the
atom-bombed Japanese
cities of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki also would be
eligible if they subsequently developed thyroid
cancer, leukemia or a bone
marrow disease known as
polycythemia vera.

Kreul accused the fedhow the Veterans Administration handles their eral government of "foot
dragging" when Vietnam
needs, officials said.
Keith Kreul, American veterans initially comLegion national com- plained of health problems
mander, said the study related to Agent Orange in
was begun after Legion the late 1970s.
Dr. Jeanne Stellman, a
officials learned that a
Centers for Disease Con- Columbia University assotrol study on Agent Orange ciate professor and direcwon't be finished until 1987. tor of the American
Appearing at an Ohio Legion's study, said 15,000
American Legion meeting veterans from Ohio, Coloduring the weekend, Kreul rado, Indiana. Maryland,
said preliminary results Minnesota ana Pennsylvafrom his group's study nia will receive lengthy
should be available by au- questionnaires within the
next few weeks.
tumn.

GASH III ON
FREE TUITION

SELECT-A-SPORT

Have your message
printed inside a Red
heart in the Tuesday
February 14th edition

quently suffered from chloracne, a skin disorder;
cancerous tumors of soft
body tissue; or a rare liver
disease known as porphyria cutanea tarda.

Agent Orange studied
COLUMBUS (AP)-Ohio
will be one of six states
where the American Legion will study Vietnam
veterans to determine possible health problems from
the chemical Agent
Orange.

FUN AND FITNESS PROGRAM
Stretch and Flex
Tues andThurs 12:15
Slimnastics
Monand Wed 12:15
Fit-For-AII Aerobics
Tues & thurs 12:15
Mon-Thurs 7:00
Fri5:15
Conditioning Calisthenics
Wed 5:15
Universal/Nautilus Awareness wks.
Sesion I- Jan 30-Feb 2
Session II- March 5-8

The measure, approved
by voice vote without dissent and sent to the Senate,
is intended as a stopgap
until the federal Centers
for Disease Control completes a full study, expected in 1967 or 1968, on
the possible links between

Agent Orange and later
health problems.
The bill was the product
of a compromise between
those who were pressing
for a fuller, permanent
KDgram, and those who
lieved the jury is still out
on the effects of Agent
Orange.
The Congressional Budfet Office estimated the
ill's cost at $4.7 million in
the current fiscal year, increasing gradually to $5.4
million in fiscal 1988.
Disability benefits or
death allowances would be
permitted for veterans
who served in Southeast
Asia during the Vietnam
War era and who subse-

water aerobics
skin diving
basic scuba
swim & stay fit
therapeutic swim
advanced scuba classes

Tickets available Jan. 30-Feb. 10
from any Honors Student, the Honors
Program Office (231 Administration
Bldg. 3724202), tables at
the Union, Mosely Hall, and
other campus locations.
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How Many Ways Can You Say
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I LOVE YOU?
If you're searching (or a unique way of expressing
your feelings, try This beautifully crafted pendant
from J & C Ferrara. The rapid-writing symbols...
which spell "I LOVE YOU"...contribute to the
decorative design while adding a touch of mystery.
For wife orsweetheart. mother or daughter—she'll
get your message straight from the heart.

$1 per ticket or six
tickets tor S5.
Drawing by: Paul J. Olscamp,
February 16 at 1:30 in the Falcon's
Nest (University Union), Broadcast
on WFAL (680 AM).

Mon 10-8
TUBS. Wed Thun. 10-3:30
frl. 10-6 Sat. 10-5
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MALE SMORGASBORD Lftuitip^j^
Fantasv Show for Ladies Only
Onlv
Fantasy
Front Bar Open at 6:00 p.m. for everyone
Button's Hours: 7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. for Ladies Only
At 9:30 p.m.the party starts for Everyone!
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JUST NORTH OF B.G. ON RT. 25
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Falcon icers take two from Buckeyes
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BG still nation's top collegiate hockey squad
by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

We're number one! We're number
one!
These were the words that could be
heard by Bowling Green fans-after the
top-ranked Falcon hockey team won
two overtime games from Ohio State
by scores of 4-3 and 3-2 last weekend
in a home-and-home series.
The series sweep gives BG a 19-2-1
Central Collegiate Hockey Association record, good enough for first
place, and 25-2-1 overall record. The
sweep also put OSU in third place,
just one-halt game behind Michigan
State.
It was a series in which the goaltenders from both teams were called
on to make big plays. But it was the
Falcons' Wayne Collins and Gary
Kruzich that helped their team hold
off the Buckeyes offensive threat.
Collins saw action in the second
game at Columbus and stopped 22
Buckeye shots, including a Bruce
Tillotson break-away. The junior
Eoaltender has had his share of troule against the Buckeyes.
LAST YEAR at OSU's ice rink,
Collins surrendered 10 goals and earlier this season the Buckeyes put five
goals past him at BG's Ice Arena, but
Saturday he held the CCHA's top
offfensive team to just two goals.
"I owed those guys so much," Collins said. "The big thing for me was
confidence. I wasn't going to let it
happen three times, and three is my
lucky number."

Three was also BG's lucky number
as John Samanski put the winning
goal past OSU goaltender John Dougan with just 1:04 expired in the
overtime period. But the Falcons had
to overcome a 2-1 deficit in the third
period.
At 11:09 in the third period Tillotson
gave the Buckeyes their only lead in
the game when he took a Perry Pooley pass from behind the net and put
the puck in the upper right hand
corner of the net.
BG's Danny Kane knotted the score
with just 3:32 remaining in regulation
play. Dougan tried to freeze the puck
after he blocked a Mike Pikul shot,
but Kane took the puck just before
Dougan could get it and back-handed
the shot into the net.
SATURDAY'S WIN marked the
11th time this season that the Falcons
have come from behind to win. It was
also only the second time this season
that OSU's Paul Pooley, the nation's
leading scorer with 69 points, was
held scoreless.
Also scoring in Saturday's game
were BG's Jamie Wansbrough and
OSU's Andy Browne.
"I expected more goals," BG head
coach Jerry York said of Saturday's
game. "In a place like this, it's unusual to have a 2-2 game after regulation play."
Friday's 4-3 victory assured BG of
the Ohio Cup, awarded to the Ohio
team that has the most victories in
competition between Miami, OSU and
BG. BG has yet to lose to either Miami
or OSU in six games.

Two netmihders battled on Friday
as well, except Kruzich started on
Friday for BG, and he came up with
his share of timely saves, a total of 27
and four overtime saves.
Probably Kruzich's biggest save
came in the third period when he
stopped Perry Pooley on a breakaway.
''If he had released the shot sooner
he might have scored," Kruzich said.
"I came out to cut the angle down. He
shot it a little late."
A bit of heroics also came from
Gino Cavallini when he put the winning goal betwen Dougan's legs with
just: 28 remaining in overtime. It was
Cavallini's third consecutive gamewinning goal and fourth this year.
"I've got a lot more confidence in
myself this year,". Cavallini said.
"It's great to win an OT game. You
have got to bear down and have a
little pride. This was one of our last
games at home and we wanted to
make the best of it."
THE FALCONS did not come from
behind to win Friday's game. In the
first period, BG's icers wasted little
time in getting on the board when
freshman Todd Flichel notched his
first goal of the season after taking a
face-off pass from Samanski. Just
under two minutes later, Dave
O'Brian took a centering pass from
Jamie Wansbrough to give BG a 2-0
lead.
The Buckeyes worked the game to a
3-3 tie in the third period, sending the
game into overtime before Cavallini
put the game away.

bg newt staff/Patrick Sandor
Bowling Green's Carry Galley (3) seems to be going after the puck as Ohio State's Mike Farley (3) falls to the ice and Scott
Mader (9) looks on from behind during Friday night's game at the Ice Arena.

"Both goaltenders kept the score
down," York said. "There is a great
rivalry between these two teams.
These two teams are real close. It's

Redskins topple Falcons, 81-80
by Marc Delph
assistant sports editor

Bowling Green began Saturday's
game as cold as the weather while
Miami's points piled up like the snow.
The Redskins jumped out to an
early 6-0 lead and built that to a 12-2
advantage before the Falcons could
get somewhat untracked. BG, however, never led before the sold-out
Anderson Arena crowd and dropped
their fourth Mid-American Conference roundballl game in eight attempts. 81-80.
MU kept its MAC unbeaten string
intact and now leads by two games
over second place Ohio University
and Toledo. BG fell to fourth place
behind Eastern Michigan.
AT THE 0-6 mark, BG head coach
John Weinert replaced starter Paul
Abendroth with David Jenkins, who
did not start because of an ailing
ankle.
Jenkins immediately scored the
first points of the day for BG, but it
was not until the 12-2 deficit that
Weinert called timeout to regroup his
Falcons.
"We are not healthy," Weinert said
of the Falcons' fridgid start. "Jenkins
didn't start and Colin Irish is about 40
to 50 percent right now."
Irish finished the game with 13
points, below his faltering 14.1 average.
BG managed to pull within seven at
35-28 when Jenkins hit four of his first
half 10 points in the final 47 seconds of
play. Jenkins ended the day with a
team-high 28 points.
The hero of the day honors, however, went to Redskin sophomore
forward Ron Harper, who scored 14
points in the first half and finished the
day with his best performance in his
young career with 31, including 12
rebounds and six assists.
"He did everything but paint the
gym,"
a shell-shocked Weinert said.
r
'He was just magnificent."
"I had a bad night last time out
(only six points in MU's win over Kent
State last Wednesday)," Harper, who
averaged 17 points per game going
into the BG contest, said. "Everybody
has them, but it was important for me
to come out tonight and reverse that."
BG'S SECOND half strategy was
the same as the first, with one exception in the second - it worked. The
game plan was to force the ball inside.
The Falcons upped their second hall
field goal percentage bv 11 points t<
63.9 percent, while slowly closing the
gap on the Redskins' lead.
Following two straight free-throw
misses by MU's Eric Newsome with
8: IS remaining, and an ensuing lay up
■by Falcon forward Bill Faine, BG
moved to within three points at 57-64.
Harper answered with a 10-foot
jump shot and after BG reserve point
guard Al Thomas missed the front end
of an important one-and-one free shot,
and Redskin center John Marx made
his two charity attempts, MU built its
lead back to 61-54 with just over six
minutes to play.
The 'Skins again worked the lead up
to a commanding 10 points at 72-62
with 2:45 remaining before BG once
again fought its way back.
BG's Frank Booker closed the gap
to three with under one minute to play
and Weinert called another timeout.
Irish committed his fifth foul of the
game on Newsome and was forced to
sit with teammates Keith Taylor and

experience that is with us. We feel
real proud of our effort."
•
OSU head coach Jerry Welsh

agreed with York by saying, "It was a
fairly close team effort all the way.
The key was those two overtime

Redskins' Harper
shows BG his stuff
by Tom Hlsek
sports editor

Ron Harper should have packed
a paint brush in his suitcase for his
journey from Oxford to Bowling
Green last Saturday night - he
would have saved the Anderson
Arena custodians a little work.
"He's one of the finest ballplayers I've ever seen. He did everything except paint the gym tonight.
He was just magnificent," were the
descriptives used by BG coach
John Weinert after Harper had
scored a career-high 31 points and
grabbed a team-leading 12 rebounds as Miami got by BG, 81-80,
in a game which was not nearly as
close as the final score indicated.
Harper, a 6-foot-7 sophomore
and last year's Mid-American Conference Rookie of the Year, is the
deciding edge in the Redskins'
climb to the the top of the MAC
standings with an 8-0 mark - in
pursuit of their first MAC
championship since the 1977-78 season.
THE GANGLING athlete whose
185 pounds stick to his frame like
glue, was popping buckets from
every spot except the hot dog stand
Saturday night as he made up for a
six-point performance against
Kent State the previous Wednes"i call it a bad night," Harper
said of the debacle against the1
Golden Flashes. "Everybody has
those kind of nights. But it was
irtant for me to come out tot and turn it around."
not only turned himself
, but most of the 5,100 fans
who jammed into Anderson Arena.
In a one-minute span in the first
half, Harper hit two jumpers and
Jammed one home to boost the
Redskins to a 22-10 lead - their

biggest lead that was repeated
once again in the second half - in a
contest in which MU never trailed.
As a freshman, Harper averaged
12.8 points per game, while pulling
in seven boards per contest. This
season, obviously not hindered by
the famed "sophomore jinx,"
Harper has increased his numbers
to 17 and nine, respectively.
"Every time out it gets harder,"
Harper said. "And I guess that's
why I was so happy with the way I
played tonight. Late last year,
maybe in the last 5-6 games, things
started getting pretty hard. I could
tell people were starting to notice
me more."
HARPER, WHOSE point output
was almost matched by BG's David Jenkins with 28 points - garnered a slew of points within 10 feet
of the basket - more than holding
his own in the battle of the boards
which BG narrowly won. 31-29.
"BG is very physical down low,"
Harper said. "Everytime I went up
there somebody was on my arm.
my elbow or my shoulder, but
that's just part of playing basketball."
For Darrel Hedric, the dean of
MAC coaches, and a gentlemanly
character from southern Ohio,
Harper is the perfect compliment
to a Redskin squad dominated by
seven seniors.
"I haven't had a player like him
in a long time who has gotten so
many big baskets and taken over
like that with people on him all the
time," Hedric said.
"With those four seniors oat
there, it means a lot to me,"
Harper said. "I can relax more and
just let things come along. I'm not
the big reason for our surreal, bat
the combination of talent and experience is a big reason for oar
cess."

Bayless honored
bg new* ttaff/Patrck Sandor

Watch that ball!
Bowling Green point guard Brian Miller seems to have his total concentration centered on the basketball during action from
the Falcons' 81-80 loss to Miami Saturday night before a sellout crowd at Anderson Arena. Miller finished with eight points
on the evening, but the loss dropped BG Into a foruth place tie with Eastern Michigan i.i the race for the Mid American
Conference basketball championship. BG entertains the Hurons tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in Ande rson Arena.

Faine, who also fouled out.
Newsome, a freshman with a 91
percent free throw shooting average,
sank both charity attempts. MU followed with a Chuck Dahn layup and
was resting upon a seven-point, 81-74
advantage with 30 seconds left.
SIX UNANSWERED layups by
Abendroth. Jenkins and Brian Miller,
respectively, wrapped up the scoring
as Miller's two-pointer came with just
one tick showing on the clock.
MU went to the line 11 more times

than the Falcons throughout the contest, which proved to be the difference
in the game.
Besides Jenkins' 28 and Irish's 13,
Faine added 10 points, while Taylor,
who averaged over 12 points per game
heading into Saturday, had a game
he'd rather forget, going two-forseven from the field for a total of four
points.
The Falcons host Eastern Michigan
tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in Anderson
arena.

Bowling Green (N)
Miller, 4-0-8; Taylor, 24-4; Faine, 50-10; Irish, 6-1-13; Abendroth, 2-0-4;
Jenkins, 12-4-28; Maleske, 1-0-2;
Booker, 5-1-4; Thomas, 0-0-0. TOTALS 37-6-80.
Miami (81)
Willoughby, 2-2-0; Stahl, 84-12;
Harper, 144-31; Dahn, 6-2-14; Marx,
34-12; Newsome, 1-44; Lehman, 040; Sudduth, 044. TOTALS 32-1741.

Bowline Green's football team held
its annual football awards ceremony
last Saturday evening in the Grand
Ballroom of the University Union.
BG, which in 1902 won the MidAmerican Conference football
championshtoposted an 04 overall
mark in 1903. The Falcons were 7-2 in
the MAC, finishing in a second place
tie behind Northern Illinois.
Martin Bayless, a senior defensive
back and first round draft pick of the
Memphis Showboats of the United
States Football League, was honored
as BG's Most Valuable Player for the
1983 season.
Bayless, who intercepted a MAC
record 10 passes and finished third in
NCAA career Interceptions with 27,
decided not to sign with the USFL
club, opting to wait for the National
Football League draft.
Selected to play in the Blue-Gray
collegiate all-star game played on
Christmas Day, Bayless responded
with two interceptions - one leading to
a score for the North - and was named
the Blue's defensive MVP.

Bayless, along with senior
backer Mark Emails, were cai
of the 1983 Falcon foootball squad.
In other awards, senior fullback
Lamont Wagner won the Carlos Jackson Memorial Award, given —^ttWy
to the player who mikes the biggest
contribution to the team in the areas
of leadership, inspiration and extra
effort
Senior offensive lineman Joe Kaatl
was awarded the President's Award,
given to the player who beat combines,
athletic and academic achievement.
The Coaches' Award, which isgrrea
to the BG player who represents the
most outstanding attitude toward Falcon football, went to senior quarterback Dayne Pslsgrove.
Sandi Middleton received the Deyt
L. Perry Award, given to a dastiaguished contributor to the BG football
program.
The football banquet also honored
BG's five all-America players, 12 allMid-American Conference players
and five all-MAC academic
lions.
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Bench does not prodwce

Women cagers lose to Miami
by Ted Pauonte
Sports reporter
The depth of a basketball team has
often been the difference between a
win and a loss. And last Saturday in
Anderson Arena, Bowling Green
women's team's bench was outscored
8-0. and that was the difference as the
Falcons lost to Miami, 70-62.
BG head coach Kathy B«Je felt the
bench was (hie for a bad game sooner
or later. "Normally we get real good
production from our bench, but they
had a rough night," Bole said.
"They've helped us in the past and
they'll help us in the future.
For the second straight game, BG
ran into a hot-snooting team in Miami. Last Wednesday, Central Michigan shot 57 percent against the
Falcons and the Redskins were almost as hot, shooting almost 54 percent from the field in handing the
Falcons their fifth loss in the MidAmerican Conference, while Miami's
MAC record went to 4-4.
THE FALCONS started quickly,
bitting eight straight field goals en
route to an early JWJ lead. However,
the Redskins fought back into the
game while two BG starters were

"With our taller lineup we lose a
little quickness, but once we attacked
the press correctly, we were able to
beat the press," Bole said. "By that
time, Miami had captured a lead they
would never relinquish.
THE REDSKINS were led by Lisa
Minson's 16 points, while Tonya
Stubbs and Mallender chipped in with
14 apiece. Stubbs also led Miami with
13 rebounds.
BG was led by Eubanks' 20 points
along with DeWana Ballou's 16 and
Cathy Smlthey-Rahe's 14. Joelyn
Shoup led BG in rebounding with 14,
while Ballou grabbed eight boards.
BG falls to 3-5 in the MAC and 7-9
overall. It leaves BG five games behind W) Central Michigan in the conference race.
Bowling Green (62)
McGehee, 4-0-8; Eubanks, 9-2-20;
Smithey-Rahe,7-0-14; Ballou, 54-16;
Shoup, 2-0-4; Parrish, 0-0-0; Moore, 00-0; Brown, <HM). TOTALS: 27-8-62.

on the bench, holding BG to
its in the last 10 minutes of the
half, leaving the score at the
break, 31-30 BG.
The Falcons shot a fine 50 percent
from the field in the first half (their
season average is 41 percent), but
slipped to 37.5 percent in the second
half when the Redskins pulled away.
Sherry Eubanks led BG with 14 first
half markers, and finished with a
game-high 20 points on nine-of-16
shooting.
In the first half, the Falcons held
last year's MAC Player of the Year,
Linda Mallender scoreless. However,
in the second half she led the Redskin
charge with 14 points.
MU took the lead on a Mallender
steal and lay up with 14:24 remaining
in the game and didn't look back,
leading Dy as many as 12 points. The
closest BG could come after the
Redskins 12-2 surge, was a four-point
margin at 48-44.
The key during the Miami surge
was the absence of the Falcon offense,
seemingly lost in the middle of a
Redskin hill-court press - leading to
many of BG's 18 turnovers. Bole felt it
took time for the team to beat the
press.

Miaml(78)
Porter, 4-4-12; Stuchul, 34-6; Minson,7-2-16; Stubbs, 5-4-14; Mallender,
photo/Phil Mosturzo
6-2-14; Calkins, 1-2-4; Ryan, 043-0;
Kerreson, 2-0-4; TheiS, OO-O. TO-ohk. State goalie John Dougon is a figure in dejection after he allowed Glno Cavallini's overtime ^oal at the Ice Arena on
TALS: 28-14-70.
Friday night, giving Bowling Green a 4-3 victory.
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TOLEDO'S BEST ROCK

At The House

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
352-9302ANYTIME
•Close lo all your needs, classes, convenient
stotes and town.
•Furnished. 2 bedroom apartments renting
now for the summer and fall.
• Limited number of roommate positions
for this semeater.
•On-site management, maintenance and
laundry facilities.
•All utilities paid except lights.
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Visit Our Mode|/Office:505 dough.
Suite B15 Next to Sterling & Dorsey
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Thursday It Collage I.D. Night

7:30
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$280-furnished $265-unfurnished Plus Gas & Electric
Landlord pays water & sewage

I

CASINO NIGHT

ft

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

v

TVJE: LA0C8 MQHT
WED QUARTER NWHT
THUR: COLLEGE I.D.
FRI 4 SAT: PARTY NfTES
SUN NO COVER NfTE

a.

$225-furnished $200-unfurnished
aH utilites included separate bedroom
Free memtershift to Chcrrywood Health Spa with IMM.

c

Kirr'Kirs

la

•aH utilities included •gas heat •laundry
facilities •drapes •carpet •party & game
room •swimming pool •sauna
$270-fumi8hed $250-unfurnished

The Tradition of Excellence Lives On!
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Bowling Green, OH

PLAYBOY
RUSH
TONIGHT

a.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
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Meadowview Court
Apartments

V

T.R. Smith
Tim Cain
Eric Weisheit
Neil Dant
Dave Eckert John Lacy
Mike Makatura
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Plan now for the 1984 School Yoar

The brothers of
r
Delta Tau Delta are proud
>
to announce their new actives: >
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Mexican Cuisine RUSH
Tonight at 7:30 p.m.
Corner of Seventh and High
for rides call 352-9350
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Expires
2/7/84

1450
E. Wooster

HUNGRY?
1/2 BAR BQ CHICKEN
1/2 lb. Fries

lo. Coke

All For

$3.49

No other discount* apply ■ cony-out only

B

Expires
2/7/84

1430
It. Wooster

CROWD PLEASER!!
20 pet. Fried Chicken
BGSU CAMPUS MAGAZINE ff SPRING ST

Your campus magazine wants
YOU! Miscellany, BG's semesterly
feature magazine, is looking for
writers for it's Spring edition.
All interested students are invited to attend
an informational meeting TODAY
January 31st, at 7:30p.m. in 306 Hanna Hall.
If you are interested but can't attend, please call Oena
Gallagher, editor, at 2-5520.

S lreasts-5 Wlngs-S.Thighs-5 Legs
1 rb. Frie.
$9.99
4 kj. Cokes
No other discount* apery ' cerry-out only

iy

1490
E. Wooster

Expires
2/7/84

PASTA LOVERS! I
A Heap of Spaghetti
With homemode sauce
French bread t butter

Lfl. Coke

$1.99

No other discount* apply - carry-out only
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Tankers are second

BG gymnasts win
by Karl Smith
snorti 'eportef

The women's gymnastics souad
continued its drive toward a third
consecutive MAC championship by
pulling off a double victory in Ypsilanti, Mich, by defeating Eastern
Michigan and Clarion State in one
afternoon.
The Falcons posted a 169.95 score
which outdistanced EMU's 162.55
mark and Clarion's 162.30 showing.
Julie Bender, an all-Mid-American
Conference performer-last year, had
another very strong showing as did
Shelley Staley and Ellen Dicola. The
final score indicates that the squad
had an easy time, but a closer examination proves otherwise.
The meet started out with the uneven parallel bar competition which
is not in following with traditional
Olympic order. It may have had an
adverse effect on the team's concentration and, as a consequence, they
did not start out very smoothly.
Ellen Dicola, however, managed an
impressive first place in this event by
posting an 8.65 mark. The young
freshman, a Bowling Green native,
has been a consistent performer on a
squad which has been plagued with
injuries.
AFTER THE first event, the Falcons began to roll with Bender and

by Tnsha Dietrich
sports reporter

Staley leading the way. Bender, who
last week tied her own record for the
all-around, placed first in that event
and also in the balance beam and the
vault.
Last year's team Most Valuable
Performer, also captured a second in
the floor excercise. Teammate Staley. a sophomore hailing from Vandalia, had one of her best showings of
the year as she secured a second in
the all-around, the vault and the floor
while placing third on the uneven
bars.
"Shelley (Staley) did a fantastic
job," Bender said, "It's really good to
see her do well because she is such a
hard worker and when she hits, you
know she's going to do real well."
BG coach Charles Simpson was
happy to regain his team's early
season momentum, but was quick to
point out the dangers in it.
"We'll be all right if we can regain
the same momentum we had going
Into Christmas break," said the tenth
year mentor, "we may have peaked
too early, though, but at least we
know we can do It (win)."

Bowling Green's men's swim
team traveled north last Friday to
Eastern Michigan, competing in
the MINI-Mid-AMerican Conferenc
meet.
With EMU hosting the meet at
the Olds Intramural pool, the final
standings had the Hurons winning
overwhelmingly with 921 points,
BG placed second with 465, Northern Illinois third with 370, and
Toledo fourth with 243.
BG's Dean Shaw and Chris Birnbrich began the meet by placing
seventh and eighth out of 16 in the
500 yard freestyle event.
Following the 500, BG's Bob
Walker, EdZehner, and Jeff Layne
placed sixth, seventh, and eighth,
respectively, in a close and exciting 50 freestyle race.
IN THE 200 individual medley,
Les Szekely placed fourth by only
one-tenth of one second to NIU
swimmer, Joe Miller.
BG's Greg Patterson placed
third in the one meter diving and
fifth in the three meter diving.
Dave Pershing of BG placed
seventh out of 15 swimmers in the
100 backstroke.
BG swept through the 100 butterfly to take second, third and
fourth places. McFarland took second inching out teammate Layne

THE FALCONS face Michigan on
Saturday with the first event beginning at 1 p.m. The meet starts a threeweek homestand for a squad which
has been on the road since winter
break ended.

by one-tenth of one second to place
third while Walker finished fourth.
Captain Tom Herringer finished
second in the 100 breastroke with a
time of 1:01.9 only eight tenths
away from EMU first place finisher John Teske.
BG swimmers L. Szekely, Shaw,
and P. Szekely finished fifth, sixth
and seventh, respectively, in the
400 individual medley.
EMU took the first four places in
the 200 breastroke but BG foUowed
closely by taking fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth place finishes. Szekely took fifth, Herringer sixth,
Tom Goosmann seventh, and Doug
Roll eighth.
In the 200 butterfly, BG captain
Layne placed third with a time of
1:58.2.
In the final session of the meet,
Zehner finished fifth followed closely by Layne who placed seventh
in the 100 freestyle event.
THE MEN tankers will compete
against Miami at Oxford this Friday at 5 p.m.Saturday they will
host Notre Dame and Kalamazoo
in a double dual meet at 6 p.m. at
Cooper Pool.
The women tankers competed at
EMU last Thursday but due to the
* unorganization of the EMU officials, the meet results were not
available. BG suffered its first loss
to the Hurons by a score of 71-68.
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SIGN UP TODAY & TOMORROW
UA0 OFFICE
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;************* *****************
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?4.50
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Ph. 352-5166
Dean*....

UMMI
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NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL

AED MEMBERS AND ALL
PRE—MED AND PRE—DENTAL
STUDENTS
LEARN ABOUT AIR FORCE
SCHOLARSHIP FOR
MEDICAL AND DENTAL STUDENTS

"EARLY BIRD
S P E CIAL"
WE PAY HEAT. WATER. CABLE
AND TRASH PICKUP
3 Locations - Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave.
Summit St.
$
10.00 per month OFF rent if lease
is signed by March 31st.

WHERE: 515 LIFE SCIENCES BUILDING
WHEN: 6:15 p.m. THURSDA Y, FEB. 2, 1984

3/17/84

1 A 2 BDRM APTS

Refreshments will be served

one coupon per plno
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Contact: TSot. Qerry Wlnabrenner
Call Collect: (419) 352-513«

NSA OFFERS YOU A
HEAVY-HITTINO CAREER OPPORTUNITY
IN THE FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES:

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
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Tues. 31 "FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT'
WITH PRIZES FOR WINNERS
Thuri. 2 "HOLLYWOOD NITE"
MOVIES WITH CHEECH & CHONG
ANIMAL HOUSE
AND MORE!

GO FOR IT ALL
Te final eul more

en the National

obeol NSA career

Security Agency,

eppertuniliei,

write te National

ichedule an Interview

Security Agency,

Ihreufh yeur college

Attn: M322, Fort

placemenl effice. For

George G. Meode,

CNMHIenal Mermalien

Maryland 207S5.

NSA

The
National
Security
Agency

Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755
An t>ual Oppo.tunily Implayar, U.S. CMtlanaMp laeuwari.
ON CAMPUS VBIT OATIi FEB t JIM"

'
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Jm. 31, 1»64
The toiowmg employere wil be on
campus the MM of FEMUARV 11,
IM4 lo Interview interested can*
aesss
Sign Up on WWMi,. February 1,
•or rht Wowing uiMMi Sajn-Up
wS M neW tram 7 30 AM lo 8 00 AM
in the Forum of the Student Services
BuUng for Employw Schedules
(Busateea. Government. Agencies,
•no Graduate Schools) Education
Sign-Up wte be nafd on Thursday.
February 2, from 6 00 PM lo 8 30
PM n me Forum of the Student
Services BMc
A CfeO€NTlAL FORM MOST BE
TURNED IN FOR EACH INTERVIEW
OR OVERFLOW YOU SCHEDULE
•ION—UP PROCEDURE: At trie tme
of sign up you must present Student
ID along with a copy of your CrerJentea) Form for each ailervlew or
flow you schedule
Qualified
candidates are those who meet the
scarjarrac degrees, majors and graduation dales requested by the employers h»d below Those who do
not meat these requirements w* not
be Interviewed Only permanent ren
dam* (US csvenai are considered
unless otherweje mcfccaled The number In 0 IntJcslBS the number of
schedules requested by the employer
FfTH THWO RANK
Cincinnati. OH
2-13-04 SYST
PROG
ANLY
BVComp So „ or B/MIS w/IBM Assembler Lang . May. Aug Grads 11)
13 slots
National Security Agency
Ft llnrll MD
2-13-84 COMP SCIENTIST MATH
EMAT1C1AN UNGUIST B/M Comp
So . M/Math only BVRussian May.
Aug Grads (I) 12 slots.
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE
Toledo. OH
2-13 84 SPECIAL AGENT
SALES Any Bus major. May. Aug
Grads HI 12stot*
OWENS

CORNING FIBERQLAS
CORP.
Toledo. OH
2-13-84 SALES REP
BVSeRng.
Sates. IPCO. May. Aug Grads HI
13«ots. HI 12slots

***» * *• **"» *•-*>"
1. A Single Hne will be formed
prior to the door being opened.
2. Placement Staff will post the
locetlen of the IndMdual schedules
prior a> ipiBaao, the door THE
DOOR WU. OPEN AT 7:00 AM
3 Pendents will be admitted
Into the sign-up area In groups of 7
to 10 people at a lame to form lines
at the tables.
4. Sign-Up will begin at 7 30 and
a student ID will be the only accepted Identification. IF YOU HAVE
NO STUDENT ID, YOU WILL NOT BE
ALLOWED TO SKJN-UP.

FIRESTONE TIRE t
RUBBER CO.
RETREAD PRODUCTS DtV.,
Cleveland. OH
2-1484
RETREAD MGMT TRNEE: oVProd
Mgrnt . May Grads (1)12 slots
MAY DIPT. STORES CO.
Reoresentettvee from O'Neal's. AKran: May Co Cleveland. Strousa.
Youngslown. OH
2-1444 RET BUYER TRNG PROGRAM BVRel. Fash March . or any
Bus. major w/oapar. or classroom
exposure to rel Indus.. 3 0 GPA
overal. May. Aug Grads (3) 13
slots Recommend attendance at
evening presentation.
2-13-84,
7 00-800 PM. Town Room of the
Union
OLIOOEN COATINGS A RESINS
Dr.. SCMCORP
StrongevBe. OH
2-14-84
ENT LEV CHEMIST. B/Chem . Dec
83 May. Aug Grads III 12 slots
DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS
DW. SCM CORP.
Westfeke. OH
2-14-84 SALES TRNEE MKT TRNEE: B'SeRng. Sales, other MKT
maiora. Dec 83. May. Aug Grads
(11 12 slots
ARMCO, INC.
Middletown. OH
2-15-84 CANCELLED
PROCTER 1 GAMBLE
Qncsinatl. OH
2-15-84 SALES MGMT: Al MBAs
w strong Inl in Sales: Sales Mgrnt.
May.'Aug Grads (2112 slots ee
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
SEMICONDUCTOR SALES QRP.
Dales. TX
2-15-84 FCLD SALES ENGR B/M
Comp
So. Physics, or MBA
w/Tech
Undergrsd. May, Aug
Grads (1| 13 slots

UMEY-OWENS-FORD CO.
Toledo. OH
2-16-84 FIN ANLY MVFm
May.
Aug Grads |1| 8 slots STAFF
ACCT B/Aect., May, Aug. Grade |1|
8 slots
LOCTITE CORPORATION
AUTOMOTIVE a CONSUMER
GROUP
Clevelend. OH
2-18-84 TO BE ANNOUNCED
OKI SYSTEMS ENTJAVASERING, INC.
2-17-84 TO BE ANNOUNCED
THE TIMKEN CO.
Canton. OH
2-17-84 CANCELLED'
GEORGE F. VALASStS * CO.
Lrvorae. Ml
2-1 7-84 MULTIPLE B/Accl , Comp
So, Graphic Art. May, Aug. Grads
I2| 11 slots each
EDUCATION

CINCINNATI
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Cincinnati. OH
2-14-84 ELEM w/French. German
or Spanish. ELEM ED with concentrations In Math and Sci only: No
Earn Ed (1-81 only majors. May.
Aug Grads. Ill 6 slots Complete
app and bring to the interview
Math: Compra. So. Gen Sci/Biol..
Reading (K-12): Foreign Lang
wlEng ASL: Ind Arts: Voc Home
Ec: LD'BO. Hear Imp.. Eng with a
second leaching field. Soc Stud
with a second teaching field. Other
multiple certifications such as Spec
Ed Elem Ed: May. Aug Grads (1)
6 slots Complele app. and bring to
the interview NOTE No Soc Stud :
Biol So . Eng . and Bus majors
MONTGOMERY CO.
SCHOOLS
RockvBo. MD
2 14-84 CANCELLED

PUBLIC

FINDLAY CITY SCHOOLS
FINDLAY. OH
•2-18-84 TO BE ANNOUNCED

ATTENTION SENIORS: The senior
seminars on interviewing and reaume
writing are on the 2nd floor lounge of
the Student Services Bulrjng, They
are Wed Feb. 1st, 11:30 Interviewsig. 4.30 resumes, Thurs Feb. 2nd
11 30 resumes. 4 30 interviewing
Attn al pre-med. pro-dent, and other
preheelth professionals There w4
be an AED meeting Thurs. Feb 2
6:30pm m5l5LSC Speaker; Bob
Scobie of the Air Force Food and
refreshments wi be served Al are
welcome
SELLING AND SALES MGMT CLUB
Meehng 2/1 700 Towne Room In
the Union. FEATURES Steve HutIman. IBM Sales Rep., awn about
experiences as a starting sales rep.
Spring semester dues of S10 being
accepted

ATTENTION: EVERYONE WHO OR
DERED BQSU MOM A BGSU DAD
SWMTSrsJTTS LAST THURS AND
FBI. YOU CAN PICK THEM UP
WEDS, 12/14 IN THE BA BLDG
FOYER FROM 1-4. PLEASE BRsMO
YOUR RECEIPT

LOST AND FOUND

Blonde Lisa. (House of the turtle) You
ostler Mam reeponetaOtyl

LOST: 18" pearl necklace. Sentimental value - Reward. Call Linda
3M-43S0.
FOUND Set of car keys near Anderson Arena parking lot. Cal Randy at
2 5451 to Identify
Lost gold O U Class Flaig Reward
Debbie, 372-2301

SERVICES OFFERED
Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates
Cal 352-7305 after 6 30pm

The Bowling Green Peace Coalition
wi meet Tuesday Jan 31 at 7.30
PM in Room 200 Mosery Hal Every
one at welcome

Rutnies Sewing & Alterations
Letters S insignies on jackets A
sweaters Al garments must be
clean 352 7268
Sewing, alterations, a repairs. Col
Jennifer. 362 3455

— U S G NEEDS
YOUR HELP-

TYPING SERVICE Resumes, business stationery, term papers. Reasonable Cal Lynn 352-0206 before
4 pm.

PERSONALS

INTERESTED IN DEVELOPING AND ORGANIZING AN
EFFECTIVE, SUCCESSFUL ELECTION PROCESS FOR THE
UNDERGRAD. STUDENT GOVT?
DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE

ALPHA XI DELTA PLEDGES tNITIATON IS JUST A FEW DAYS AWAY.
YOU ALL HAVE WORKED SO HARD!
HAVE FUN THROUGHOUT INSPIRATION WEEK" MUCH LOVE, YOUR
SISTERS
ANGEL FLIGHT
Today and Thurs.
7:30 p.m. Memorial Hall
Do easaethlng tor yourseHI
Anita Parker. Congrsajiationa on your
recent pinning to BOB! We low youYour Dee Gee Sisters

112B.A.

Bowing Green School of Art
Presents NYC Performance Artist
Bone Granet
January 31. 1084 - McFal Gaasry
i-30 prn. * no oonrBSSson
Supported by BG. School ol Art,
Women Studies. Women lor Women
and the Department ot English
CAJRN 7JMMERMAN.
HAPPY 22NOI TRY AND HAVE A
GOOD ONE EVEN F YOU ARE
OVER THE HaU-l
YOUR ROOMATES
CHECK OUT OUR LOW
SCREENUG PRICES
JEANS N THINGS
531 R-QOE

GO WITH THE PROS
DON'T BE MISLEAD

$209/person
includes:
* quad occupancy at DESERT INN
HOTEL - 3 blocks from night life
* 1st class modern motor coach transportation
* Many discounts

$50 deposit upon sign up in
UAO OFFICE
uoiil) YOU TRUS1

I STRANGER WITH YO.URS200?

THE BEST DEAL MAY NOT
BE THE LEAST HASSLES .

BELLMG AND SALES MGMT. CLUB
Mealing 2/1 7:00 Towne Room In
the Union FEATURES. Stave Huffman. IBM Sates Rap*. Loam about
experiencea as s alerting salae rep
Spring semester dues of S10 being
SENO THE ONE*S| YOU LOVE A
SPECIAL VALENTINE MESSAGE M
THE SO NEWS TINS., Feb. 14 (Red
llla-IMoi
•sage
100 Unhrerslty HaR.
HURRYI
SENIORS The senior ssmlnira on
.yaw view, ig and reaume writing are
on tat 2nd Boor lounge ol the Stu
dent Services BuMng They on:
Wed Fob. 101 11:30 Intorvlewlng.
4:30 reeumee. Thurs. Feb 2nd
11:30 reeumee and 4:30 uterview

5a
STUDENT PEPaONNEL MEETING
212 MCFALL. FEB 1 FROM 7:308 30 THE SPEAKER WILL BE JOHN
RAY. PERSONNEL DIRECTOR
FROM THE MEDICAL COLLEGE OF
OHIO
The Brothers of Skjma Chi would ate
lo wish Dave and Joy on their recenl
onrjsnemonl Sigma CM Husbands
are book. The Brothers.

SILK

CiiiaaalBlallmii Mlchili Lewi" The
new secretary of Kappa Delta Soror-

*£
RUSH DELTA UPSILON
BGS ONLY NON-SECRET
FRATERNITY
TONIGHT S MEXICAN FOOD NKsHT
BUSH PI KAPPA PHI
DELTA SIGMA PI—MOM THAN A
CLUB—ITS A FRATERNITY MORE
THAN A FRATERNITY-IT'S THE
BUfSMEtt FRATERNTTYI INFO.
MONT JANUARY SI M 11* BA AT
100 PM COME VISIT OUR INFO
TABLE t/M AND 1(11 IN BA FOYER.
SEE WHAT BROTHERHOOD AND
PROFESSIONALISM ARE AIL
ABOUT.
Edie-Beadle. Happy 22nd Birthday lo
a greet roomie, friend A choreographer' Love, Tarnrrry-rtilornl A AT
ANTJELFLIOHT
Today end Thurs
7:M p.m. Memorial Hall
Do MwatMaaj lor yaaarssatl
FIB RuarvTrjntohl 0-10
CM Pool
Btuderat PjscrswMon Censer
Happy 21st Birthday LEE ANN CEFARATTI Hops you had a great
weekend and the best birthday ever'
Love. Stacy, Laura, and Laaa
Have a case ol the ersOys
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-8pm
DATWNTOWN-BULIWEtSER
RUSH DELTA UPSION
BGS ONLY NON—SECRET
FRATIiFawTY
TCNBHTsS MEXICAN FOOD N03HT

al 7JO pa» In 300 Mo.sley
Eaeayone Wotoomel
Jackson Hols Skiers and Partlers
Gel peyched for ennuel pictures party
at Pana'a. Party Ya There
Jenny, GotirjrotutOBlono on your ocOvaoon You are oaaa»Bs> a Mend and
now you are truly a sister
Kappe Love end Mine
AJmee
MAKE SOMEONE YOU LOVE FEEL
SPECIAL FOR VALENTINES DAY I
SENO THEM A HEART MESSAGE IN
THE SO NEWS TUES. FEB. 14.
(FedheerUbleck type) HURRYI Us»
Hed number svallble. IM University

Daeo O-Krsalc,
Looking torward lo lunch today
112:46 hail, hlM|. Tm sorry we got off
to euch a bad start-But. wal make
up for a Have a great day1 II see you
soon.
Lees, Dane
PlVOneVn/ NoMO H>s»4p'

Slot car Racing Oub Heap ua break
the raoord Cal Scott, 362-0112
SKONG Al Steamboat Springs. Colcrsdo over spring break for only
S168 00 par parson lor a weak.
Late ski avout deluxe oondo lodging
wkh athletic dub and parties In
duded CALL SUNCHASE TOLL
FREE TODAY 1-800-321-8911.
NO KBOasat South Padre Mland.
Taxaa lor Sprmg Break only $96 00
par person lor the weak In now
deluxe baacn akw condoe with pool
LMMd space avaaaoie CAI TODAY
TOLL FREE SUNCHASE 1-800321-5811.
WOMEN'S CLINIC
Comprehensive obstetrics
and Gynecology
Contraceptive Servicea.
V D Teats and Treatment
Tontanstlons up to 10 weeks
Free Pregnancy Testing 241 2471
Experience the Fun end Adventure of
SCUBA. Sign up or cal the SRC.

RUSH DELTA UPSILON
80S ONLY NON-SECRET
FRATERNITY
TONIGHT IS MEXICAN FOOD NIGHT

VAL CPTAK: Corasrakastlona on
going neophyte11 knew you could
do It Someday soon youl be a
rul "edged AXOI LOVE YA
FOREVERM OZ7JE

WHB_E OTHER FRATERhirnES ARE
TRYING TO BE DIFFERENT
WERE OURSELVES
WE'RE
PM DELTA THETA
STOP BY ANY OF OUR RUSHES AT
AGO OR 512 EAST MERRY
ATTENTION BGSU SLrNBATHERSI
Surf's up but our prices eren't' From
mat $106.00 - spend 7 fun-reed
days In sunny Florida Cal for your
see" or organize a smal group A travel
FREE! Great for duba, tool Cal LUV
TOURS (6001 368-2006, oak tor
Annette
Abortion. Pragency Tests.
Lamare Classes
Center tor Choice
Downtown Toledo (4191 266-7789

FOR SALE

MOVING SALE Ful size bed. slereo.
TV .msaceeanaous. wicnen utsnats,
bookcase and car Cat 352 4394
COUPON BOOKS
362-2776

ASKING

$70

la It true you can buy Jeepe tor $44
through the U S government? Get
the lects today'Cal (3121 742-1142
Old. 1794.

FOR RENT
Visage Green ApM. now leasing lor
summer A taj. For Info. A brochure
Oat 362-6187 or 352-5861.
Campus Manor now renting For summer A tat. Next to campus A convenient stores, dose lo town. 352
0302 (24 hours) or Newkjve Mgrnt
Co 352-5620
1 A 2 bdrm opts t houses Close to
campus. Cat 362-7454 Delore 5
p.m.
Need 1 M student for sot
campus Reaaonable offer
352-7365

WANTED
8-5'er needs M roommate to share
Apt at Thurslai Manor SlOOmth al
uM aid Fret Cable TV Drop a note
In OCMBI 6941.
FEMALE RMMTE
NEEDED TO
SHARE FURNISHED APT BEHIND
SAM B'S WITH 3 OTHER GIRLS
RENT FOR SPRMG SEM NEGOTIA
BLE. CALL MOLLY AT 372-5864
I Needed. Furnished
t South Mem. leOfmo. not

■dmg

Troy-Were so proud of you for being
chosen as Outstanding Women ot the
Year - you're wondertui' Love, The
Dee Gees

Coufaairl Camp Wayne, northaaalam Perme Co-Ed cMdren'a camp
We wB IraaarvkM on Camp Day March
7th. Write 570 Broadway, Lynbrook.
N.Y. 11683. (Include your telephone
number)

'76 Ford LTD Clean, low mas eg.
60,000. new battery. ■Iterator A
rarJator $780 CASH Cal after 4,
352-7706.

CM Emotional Metenal
Pretjnancy Aid.
362-0662. 362-0082

• Fax

THCTACM
ireoeiiiWi praaanls
MEXICAN CUISINE RUSH
tonajM al 7:10 pat
Comer ol Seventh A Won

•Uonel Bualneea Aaaoclatkm
aril asset Tueedey, Jan. 31
at 7:JO pm In JO0 McBllay
EsstyonsWalooassI

lnllm.ll.eel tola.

^DAYTONA
I* BEACH

RUSH PI KAPPA PHI

ASM MEETING
TUE8. JAN. 31. 7:30PM

BEN: HEY MISSY HEIFER. YOUR
BIG DAY HAS COME YOU'RE FINALLY LEGAL" LETS QO OUT.
CELEBRATE AND TAKE THE TOW
TRUCKI HAVE A DRUNKEN 21ST
BtRTHOAY, DAMMIT"
LOVE YA. B 1 TER B.
BGSU SKATING CLUB
TrjNKaOTt-IOPM.

FOUND. Wedding Ring near University Visage corner ol dough/Mercer
Cal 353-1821 lo identify

RUSH PI KAPPA PM
TONIGHT THE LOVELY 80ROHfrY
DANCERS WILL BE FtRFOFaVSNG
WHERE: N.E. COMMONS. WHEN:
730-800 IT WIL WARM UP
THOSE COLD NMHT8.
Saw-Me Sale 20*-70* oft
JEANS N' THINGS
631 Hadgs

AIL SCEC MEMBERS ARE INVITED
TO "A NIGHT WITH THE STARS"
POTIUCK DINNER HELO FEB. 5
6:00 PM AT ST. THOMAS MORE
PARISH. GUEST SPEAKER NINA
HOIT7.MAN. IF INTERESTED CONTACT JONI J7M370 OR KATE JS41000.

FOUND Set of Six Keys on Crim-cel
» identity 354 2881

FtaaRUARY 2,1, AND 4
MBBsWtaalllirikalPsoai
PUT RUeaH-Teafcjht 0-10

ATTENTION MIS MAJORS

MsSS BOSU P» COMBIB
Tleaaata oa sale a-naey on the first
floor In the Buetn.se AdMnlstre-

Found: Heart-shaped enameled pendant on nylon string in front of Memo
rial Hal lest week Cat 354 8489 ask
for Tan S lo claim

MACY'I HANHN
S0% OPP PERM WAVE SALE
JAWaUtY-lfJaRUARY MHIII

FEBRUARY 2, 3. A NO 4

Zetaa, Delta Gammas, Alpha
Oeauwe Daises, snd CM Omegas
TMs la worth seeing I Rush PI
Kappa PM tones.*/

IVAMOS A CANTAR OTRA
VX7-..SOasOS LOS CANTARINOSI
Spar-en Fok-Stnging Group Welcomes One t All First meetingTuee., Jan. 31. 4 30 Mac West
Piano Lounge

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

IN 405 STUD. SERVICES
DUE DATE. FRIDAY. FEB. 3 AT 5:00

Are you reedy lor mis? TONIGHT ki
the MA Clsasmne the knot, e»e
dous sorority dancers wM be perforsslnglormeflnelPIKeppniehof

Party Room for Rant
IDs Oub, 7hl S High St
For Rental into 352-9378
After 5 352-7324
NOW RENTING FOR
1984-85
SCHOOL YR 2 BDRM . FURN APT
HEAT. SEWAGE, WATER A CABLE
TV PAID BY OWNER $585 00 PER
SEMESTER PER PERSON WITH 4
PEOPLE
CALL 362-7182 BETWEEN 3-7 PM. ASK FOR RICH
VBage Green Apts: Our summer rates
are now evesable 352 5881 or 352
6167.

F. Rmte Needed
Jan rant la paid
WBNegotaBts
364-1910

CARTY RENTALS
Apts.-Rooms-Houses
Al New Campus
9 12 month and
Summer Leases
Listing Avaasbie
352-7366 or 362-5556

RMTE: Orad Student from Ghana
needs rmte. $l 25/mo I aghts. own
bdrm Use of spa. 364-1852
1 Fern, to share largo house Own
mom Rant $118 75/month Phone
364-1119
One female roommate needed, apt
dose lo campus Cat Card or Nancy
at 352 8388.
F. ROOtwMATE TO SUBLEASE APT
186/MONTH
GAS HEAT PAY
ELECTRIC AND PHONE CALL 352
8148
Normal F male roommate needed lor
Spring Sem cH 362-7741
1 F. rmte. needed for house.
SSI/mo a uM Cal after 5 pm . 352
7666
F. rssay. raMosd to aub taoaa turn
apt. SllO/month anmedsssally tor
Spring Semester Cal Juta 3527602
1 M student tor apt near
leeaoneDte offer
362-7385
F rmte sutae Gas. heel, you only pey
SSK. Cal 362-8133 or 1-9865002
Fm Rmte wansarj. Own bdrm. lur
naahad apt Near campus (1 block)

352-5082

near

THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
Air conditioned, luty carpeted, cable
vision, efficiencies, laundry lacttles
Now leasing for summer A f al
451 Thurslri Ave 352-5435
New avaaeble tor current semester 2
apts. dose to campus. Thurstln
Manor. 352-5435
rmmed occupancy Uraque downtown 2nd floor apt Stained glees
windows, skylghts. bsmwood paneang loft. 1. 2. 3, or 4 person
occupancy Cal 352 5164 from 9-6.
RENTING 84-85 SCHOOL YEAR
4 F rmles needed to share large
house at 154 Mamas. 1 block from
campus Covered garage w/avaaahle
perking Downstairs turn . newly decorated, must seel Cal A J M 362
4175 after 6 pm to schedule appt.
No smokers, please
2 bedroom newly turrashsd spt
FREE ssteele TV Cal 352-2663
Houses & apartments,
dose to campus for '84-85 school
year 1-267-3341

Needed rmte to subs) Spring and
Summer $100 mo pkja alec Own
bdrm Inquire at 352-4343

Now we can
detect a breast
cancer smaller
than this dot.

M m*. vented to share2 bdrm apt
south of campus Only 2 hits, from
campus Non-smoker only Cal Hal.
3523814
T Rmts needed - House dose to
campus, own bdrm .only $80'mnth.
rant Cal May 352-2987

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
IN WOOD COONTY
920 N. Main St., BG.
ConnoentSa- personal care
Soeoel rates. BGSU students
Convenient App'ts 354-3640

•Hi Avon, (o* nktm aworiTsastton
PnySss 01362-5833.

At sucti an early stage,
your chances of Irving a
long healthy life are excellent Bui we need
your help The only
proven way to delect a
cancer this small is with
amammogram Amammogram is a low-raoaaIKXI x-ray ol the breast
capable of ejecting a
cancer long before a
lump can be felt If
youre over 50. a mammogram is reccirnmended every year

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED rM
MEDIATELY, SUBLET TOP HALF OF
HOUSE $125 0O/mo Par, electric
easy, half furnished. Wesherfjryer
avaasbie 208B E. Merry. Cal 3622013

CM

HELP WANTED

SPRIN6 BREAK
ON THE

APPALACHIAN
TRAIL

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING
THURS. FEB. 2
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNION
FIND OUT THE DETAILS ON A FANTASTIC VACATION
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1 *
' 1 ■' '

ACROSS
49 Items In a
15 Filmmaker
1 Chesterfields
Qanz
carpenter's kit
6 Rawboned person 50 Ananias
17 Wren novel,
11 Fifth or Tenth
51 Large groupers
"Beau
"
13 Kind of line
53 Family favorite
20 Awkward one
15 Warded off
54 Release
23 Authority on
16 Top of a chapter
55 Tanning need
mideast culture
18 Carried
57 Roman
24 Mollifies
19 Word* ot assent
59 Member ol the
27 Hippo follower
21 Actress Goodman
USN
28 Sweethearts
22 Historical periods 80 Less burdensome 31 Song syllable
23 Brewing
61 Extreme
33 Outfit, In a way
reluctance
25 Currants ol water
35 Certain pony
26 Portion ol ■ trip
62 Capital ol Tibet
36 Joins together
27 Emulated a
37 Father ol
sergeant
• Menelaus
29 Butterfly catcher
38 Erudllo
30 Divert
39 Part ola brake
32 Lacking
40 Friendships
substance
DOWN
41 River in Western
34 Mantle
1 Delighted In
New York
35 Non-metallic
2 Excess
44 Beat
mineral
3 Woodland growth 46
Gate.
36 Delicatessen
4 Pay up
gorge ol the
specially
5 "Sweet
"
Danube
39 ClYll War general
48 Tooth
6 Large number ol
42 Cevres summer
fish
50 George Sand
43 Actress Rolle
7 Asian shrub
heroine
and namesakes
8 Way
52 Qulen
7
45 Early In tht
.
9 Zeal
54 Biographer
11th can.
Joseph
—
10 Showing the way
47 Composer
12 Large) building
56
oulpa
Khachaturlart
14 Unseen loe
58 Indian cymbals
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